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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to determine if the 

successful aspects of alternative schools aimed at retaining 

potential high school dropouts could be conducted in the 

traditional school setting with similar results. The study 

explored the effect of career education, individual coun

seling and weekly progress monitoring on how long potential 

high school dropouts will remain in school. 

The experimental hypotheses were focused around the 

following research problems. The first question was "Does 

the combination of career education, individual counseling 

and weekly progress monitoring have a more significant ef

fect than weekly counseling and weekly progress monitoring 

or just weekly monitoring." The second research question 

asked, "00 the previous methods of intervention signifi

cantly effect how many classes students complete." The third 

question was "Does career education have a more significant 

effect on females." The fourth question was "Does career 

education have a more significant effect on Mexican-American 

males." 

The research design included three groups of poten

tial high school dropouts who were randomly assigned to 

three treatment levels. There were two experimental groups 
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and one control group. The first group participated in a 

career education class, weekly counseling and weekly pro

gress monitoring. The second group participated in weekly 

counseling and weekly progress monitoring and the control 

group participated in weekly progress monitoring. 

The dependent measures were number of days students 

remained in school, number of classes they were enrolled in 

at the end of the semester or when they withdrew and the 

precentage of students in each group that completed the 

semester. 

Results of an analysis of variance and Chi Square 

analysis revealed that career education did significantly 

effect retention of potential dropouts. Results of t-tests 

revealed that career education did not significantly in

crease retention of females or Mexican-American males. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1965, in a speech to Congress, President Lyndon 

B. Johnson pointed out that a million high school students 

quit school each year because of the schools' inability to 

stimulate their desire to learn (Hornbostel, 1969). As a 

result of this speech, the school dropout - the individual 

who fails to complete high school - became the object of 

National concern. Prior to 1960, the average yearly per

centage of all students enrolled in public education grades 

9-12 who dropped out was 40%; Johnson's speech marked the 

beginning of a National campaign to reduce the number of 

students who drop out of high school. 

Between 1965 and 1970, the Federal government pro

vided the financial support for the creation of various 

dropout prevention programs which were instrumental in 

reducing the percentage of students who dropped out. In 

1974, data from the United States Department of Health, 

Education and Welfare indicated that of those individuals 

who entered the fifth grade in 1964, 97% reached the ninth 

grade, 80% entered the eleventh grade and 75% graduated in 

1972. Thus, by 1974, the dropout rate had decreased from 

1 



40% to 25%. However, because the school age population had 

increased, the actual number of dropouts remained constant. 

Problem 

Despite programs of the late 1960's, one million 

high school students still drop out of school each year 

(Hunt & Clawson, 1975). Because of the social need to edu

cate the citizenry to a higher level in order to cope with 

the increase in technological progress as well as to serve 

as a delaying factor in the entry of an excessive number of 

young people into the labor market, this rate is still too 

high (Cabrera, 1979). When these unskilled youth enter the 

labor force, they compete with out of work adults for a 

limited number of jobs (Glaser & Kelly, 1982). Their lack 

of skill forces them to accept low paying jobs that have 

limited opportunity for advancement (Cabrera, 1979). 

Significance of the Problem 

The labor market issue is the primary reason for 

the National concern about high school dropouts. The work 

future of one million young people aged 15-19 who drop out 

of school yearly is a societal problem (Bell, 1975). Such 

credentials as diplomas have long been important in affect

ing a person's job and income prospects. Young people who 

do not finish high school form the backbone of an undisci

plined and under-educated mass of people that society must 

worry about; for without basic skills they will not 

2 
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understand the complex ideas of our time (Bell, 1975). 

Studies have shown that fewer and fewer unskilled workers 

are able to obtain jobs (Glaser & Kelly, 1982 and Camp, 

1980). Unskilled jobs that were once available to the 

school dropout have diminished in number relative to the 

total work force because these jobs are sought by older 

workers who have been displaced (Hornbostel, 1969). This 

economic situation has increased as society has become more 

technologically advanced. In an age of automation and eco

nomic instability, the dropout is relegated to a life of 

low-paying menial jobs or no jobs (Cabrera, 1979 and Boozer 

& Geizler, 1975). The need for persons able to perform 

highly technical jobs increases yearly and the job opportun

ities for students who leave school early decreases at the 

same rate. A student who drops out of high school is not 

equipped to handle or learn the skills needed in a high tech 

society and no matter how few students do drop out those 

that do present a major concern (Boozer & Geizler, 1975). 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics reported in 1980 that 

the unemployment rate reached its post t'Jorld t'Jar II peak 

during 1973-75 and was still at 8.9% in the second quarter 

of 1979. Students who dropped out of school had much less 

employment experience and knowledge about employment, occu

pations and job search methods and were likely to withdraw 

from the labor force and perpetuate a cycle of "early school 

withdrawal and limited work opportunities." Conditions of 
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unemployment and underemployment are all correlated with 

leaving high school (Dentler, 1965). Lack of educational 

credentials continues to place these students at a disadvan

tage in competition with the majority of their peers who 

hold a diploma. The 1978 unemployment rate for dropouts was 

double that for graduates (Young Workers and Families, 

1980). In 1978, over a million students in the labor market 

were dropouts. The Anglo percentage was 23; the percentage 

of Blacks was 36 and for Hispanics the percentage was 54. 

Students who drop out are ill prepared for work and must 

accept entry level jobs with low pay and little opportunity 

for advancement (Tiedeman & Tiedeman, 1975 and Haenn, 1976). 

Hence the life cycle develops, low income, feelings of help

lessness and insecurity and inability to escape poverty. 

Businesses want employees who are retrainable and it is 

assumed that persons who do not complete high school cannot 

quickly learn new skills (Hornbostel, 1969). 

The influx of Federal dollars in the late 1960's 

and early 1970's under Title VII of the Elementary and 

Secondary Education Act led to the creation of many special

ized programs aimed at reducing the number of dropouts. 

Focus centered on developing alternative high schools with 

a curriculum designed to improve students' academic abil

ity, increase social adjustment and develop awareness of 

education's relationship to their future. The Ohio Occupa

tional Work Adjustment Program, The Greenhouse Program, The 
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Dropout Diversified Satellite Occupational Program and 

Career Development, The Urban Career Educational Center, The 

pilot Project in Vocational Guidance and Work Experience, 

the Warm Springs Career Exploration Project and the Career 

Awareness and Job Placement for Early School Leavers and 

Adults were alternative programs with a focus on career edu-

cation as a means of motivating these students to stay in 

school. 

Other programs such as the Fall River Project, The 

Roseville School Within-A-School and the St. Louis Project 

Stay emphasized guidance and counseling, increased student-

teacher contact and reduced class size as a means of motiva-

ting drop out prone students to remain in school. The goals 

of all of these programs were to reorient students toward 

successful high school completion by use of a modified cur-

riculum. However, as Federal dollars became less available, 

states and districts were forced to accept the financial 

responsibility for dropout prevention programs and this led 

to a decrease in the number of programs. The inability of 

states and districts to finance alternative high schools 

with specialized programs has made it necessary for other 

approaches to be explored. Each of these programs is re-

searched in greater detail in Chapter 2. 
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Rationale for Study 

Because the establishment of alternative schools is 

costly, attention needs to be turned to the development of 

cost-effective specialized programs that can be conducted in 

the traditional school setting; Howard (1972) believes that 

75% of the dropouts can be saved if the traditional high 

school curriculum is changed. One change that has been useq 

effectively is the implementation of career education and 

exploration. Theoretically, incorporation of these elements 

into the traditional school could significantly reduce the 

number of dropouts. Whereas the alternative schools were 

established for students who had already dropped out of 

school, an in-school program should attempt to motivate stu

dents before they make the decision to drop out. In all but 

eleven states, students are required by compulsary atten

dance laws to remain in school until age sixteen; however, 

school officials agree that a student is generally thinking 

about dropping out at least two years before he/she does 

roughly at age fourteen. Consequently, potential dropouts 

should be identified and helped before they reach age six

teen (Tiedeman & Tiedeman, 1975). 

In spite of the success attributed to career educa

tion,it is not seen as the panacea for the dropout problem. 

Just as important is the need for effective counseling and 

guidance. In 1966 and 1973, Greene and Hilton found that 
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feelings of alienation were often responsible for students' 

decisions to drop out; counseling and guidance can help com

bat these feelings. Students need to know that the world is 

a friendly place; Gowan and Demos (1966) believe that to do 

this school officials must expend extra time and energy in 

order to develop rapport with students. The establishment 

of friendly relations with students by counselors and formal 

and informal counseling interviews reduce the number of 

students dropping out (Davis, 1962). In a study of the 

Career Intern Program (CIP, 1981), it was found that the 

counseling was one of the most satisfying aspects of the 

program. Students commented that the CIP counseling was 

much better than that in high school. "They try to deal 

with you ... not only to check out your problems in school, 

but they deal with home problems, too. They try to see 

what the problem is ... " (K1ibanoff, p. 21, 1981). 

Parental support and encouragement are "also factors 

in whether or not a student remains in school. If parents 

have a negative or merely disinterested attitude, students 

don't realize the importance of education. Many are not 

aware of the affect that their attitudes and their educa

tional records have on their children's attitudes. The 

educational attainment of their parents is one of the most 

important background variables for students. For nonwhite 

male youth, the mother's education has the greatest effect 
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(Hill, 1975). If the parents are not actively involved in 

counteracting this effect, extra-ordinary responsibility 

falls on the school system. Even parents who place a high 

value on education are not always aware of the need to give 

students adequate support and encouragement to attend school 

regularly and study at home. Students as well as their par

ents need to make a committment to school and schools should 

develop an environment in which parents feel free to become 

involved. There is also the need for a vehicle whereby, 

students and parents can be continually informed of pro

gress. 

Inclusion of all of these elements into a program 

should make it possible for traditional schools to retain 

potential dropouts at higher rates. Previous literature has 

indicated that career exploration was helpful in retaining 

potential dropouts, that counseling was helpful in alleviat

ing students' feelings of alienation and that parental at

titude is also a significant factor (Hill, 1975). The 

question to be explored is whether these features can be 

successfully incorporated into a traditional program and 

what combination of factors is most successful in retaining 

potential dropouts. 

Research Hypotheses 

The following hypotheses will be tested at the .05 

level of significance. They are stated in null form. 
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Hypothesis 1.01. There is no significant difference 

between the combination of career education, individual 

counseling and weekly monitoring (Treatment A) and the com

bination of individual counseling and weekly monitoring 

(Treatment B) on the number of days students remain in 

school; nor is there a signifianct difference between Treat

ment B and weekly monitoring (Treatment C) on the number of 

days students remain in school. 

Hypothesis 1.02. There is no significant difference 

between Treatment A and Treatment B on the number of classes 

students complete; nor is there a significant difference be

tween Treatment B and Treatment C on the number of classes 

students complete. 

Hypothesis 2.01. There is no significant difference 

between Treatment A, Treatment B and Treatment C on the 

number of days female students will remain in school. 

Hypothesis 2.02. There is no significant difference 

between Treatment A, Treatment B and Treatment C on the 

number of days Mexican-American males remain in school. 

Assumptions 

The assumptions underlying the problem were: 

1. Potential dropouts could be identified and would 

have characteristics and feelings common to describe drop

outs. 



2. certain aspects of successful alternative 

school were sufficiently flexible to be transferred to a 

traditional school. 

Limitations 

The limitations underlying the hypotheses were: 

10 

1. Ability to find a target group large enough and 

with the identified characteristics of dropouts. 

2. Ability to replicate the study to insure gener

alizability. 

Summary 

This chapter stated the basic purpose of the study 

and the problem that gave rise to the study. The problem is 

that 25% of all high school students drop out and then pre

maturely enter the work force with no skills. In the past, 

alternative schools have been created to encourage these 

students to remain in school but many of these schools have 

been closed due to escalating costs. This study will ex

?lore the possibility of implementing factors in the tradi

tional school curriculum to retain these potential dropouts 

at lower costs to the school districts. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

This chapter will define and list those character

istics that are common to high school dropouts. The chapter 

will also define career education and discuss several pro

grams that have incorporated career education into the 

curriculum for the purpose of retaining dropouts. 

Description of a Dropout 

Results from earlier efforts have provided consid

erable information on the characteristics of dropouts. A 

dropout is one "who leaves school or discontinues his/her 

schooling for any reason, except death, before graduatj~n 

or completion of a program of studies and without transfer

ring to another school. This may occur during or between 

regular school terms and before or after he/she has passed 

the compulsary school attendance age" (Boozer, 1975, p. 2). 

Those who have dropped out mentally though not physically 

are described as students who have excessive absences and 

tardias and are failing two or more classes. Characteris

tically, they are students from low socioeconomic levels 

and they have parents or siblings who also dropped out of 

school. Often they reside in a one parent household, have 

reading and math levels at least two years below grade 

11 
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levels and have repeated previous grades. Additionally, 

they may feel alienated and threatened by their environment 

(Greene, 1966; Hunt & Clawson, 1975). This is particularly 

true of students from a poverty culture in inner city 

schools: 

They often engage in behavior which alienates them 
from teachers and administrators of the typical 
middle class school. In addition, these students 
are often poorly prepared for the verbal emphasis 
on academic subjects. They have deficiencies in 
the necessary skills of readinq and writing and 
can see little relevance of the required subjects 
to their lives (Kaufman, 1968, p. 2). 

This contributes to the number of children who drop 

out of school because the school drops them through expu1-

sions and suspensions and societal policies, such as statua-

tory exemptions from compu1sary attendance laws (Children 

Out of School in America, 1974). In December 1974, an 

eighteen month study by the Children's Defense Fund stated 

that as many as two million children aged 7 -17 were out of 

school, not by choice but because they had been excluded. 

Other indications are that the potential dropout is some-

times culturally d~prived and many times a major weakness is 

language which leads to lower academic achievement and non-

participation in school. A verbal deficiency can cause 

students to be subjected to distinctions and derogations 

which they have not experienced; thus they may react defi-

ant1y (Tiedeman & Tiedeman, 1975). This language problem is 

sometimes attributed to the high percentage of minority 
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students who drop out. The dropout rate among minorities is 

particularly high in the Southwest. 

As reported by the United states Civil Riqhts Com

mission in 1971, schools have a poor record of keeping 

minority students enrolled. This is particularly true of 

schools in the Southwestern region of the United States. 

The proportion of minority students who remain in school 

through the twelfth grade is much lower than the proportion 

of Anglo students. Only in the lowest grades are minorities 

held in school at approximately the same rate as Anglo stu

dents. In this region, Hispanic youth have the highest 

estimated rate of attrition and the loss begins earlier 

among Mexican-American children. By the eighth grade, 9% 

of the Mexican-American students have already left school. 

At the time of high school graduation only 60% of the 

Mexican-American students are still in school. Among Blacks 

99% attend eighth grade, but only 67% receive diplomas. 

Among white students, of one hundred who enter first grade 

nearly all finish eighth grade and 86% finish high school. 

Performance varies among the individual states of 

the Southwest, althougli the pattern is simiar in each. In 

all five states: Arizona, California, New Mexico, Texas and 

Colorado, retention of white students is higher than that of 

Blacks or Mexican-American students. Differences among the 

States are more pronounced for Mexican-American youth. The 

lowest holding power is for Mexican-American twelfth graders 
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in Texas which is 53%. Arizona with 81% and New Mexico with 

71% show the highest holding power for r1exican-Americans. 

In Arizona 89% of the white students who enter fifth grade 

finish high school. For Mexican-Americansthe rate is 81%. 

Blacks in Arizona have the highest attrition rate. Only 72% 

of the Black students who enter fifth grade finish the 

twelfth grade. In Arizona, Mexican-&~erican students are 

1.7 times and Blacks 2.7 times more likely than Anglos to 

leave school prior to graduation as seen in Table 1. 

Table 1. Arizona Percentages of Students who Dropout 
According to Race 

Anglo 

Mexican-American 

Black 

Grade 8 

99.2 

96.5 

94.6 

Grade 12 

88.9 

81.3 

71.6 

The difference between Texas and California - the two states 

with the largest number of Mexican-Americans is 11%. The 

holding power for Blacks is relatively constant in all five 

states. 

As previously stated grade repetition is a charac-

teristic of potential dropouts. The primary reason why stu-

dents repeat a grade is failure to perform at an acceptable 

level. Mexican-American students are much more likely to be 
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retained than either Anglos or Blacks. The highest inci

dence of grade repetition for Mexican-Americans and Blacks 

is in Texas where 22% of the Hispanic and 21% of the Black 

children repeat the first grade; this is three times the 

Anglo rate of 7%. In California about 10% of the Mexican

American students repeat the first grade, compared to less 

than 6% of the Anglo and Black students. Colorado has the 

lowest repetition rate for Hispanics and Anglos. Fewer than 

10% of all Mexican-Americans fail, 8% of Blacks repeat and 

4% of the Anglo students repeat. The smallest difference in 

the rate of repetition among all groups occurs in California 

but Mexican-Americans are still the group most likely to be 

held back. In the Southwest a Mexican-American student is 

about twice as-likely as his/her A.nglo or Black classmates to 

repeat the fourth grade (The Unifinish Education: Outcomes 

for Minorities in the Five Southwestern States, 1971). 

This grade repetition causes overageness and there 

appears to be a relationship between overageness and the 

likelihood of dropping out. Since Hispanic children are re

tained in larger numbers, a large proportion ·of them through

out the Southwest and in each of the five States are two or 

more years overage for their grade level. Overageness is 

generally more prevalent among Blacks than Anglos but less 

so than among 1-1exican-Americans. By the eighth grade, 9.4% 

of the Mexican-American students are overage. This is eight 
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times higher than for Anglos and four times as high as for 

Blacks. The problem is more severe in Texas. In Texas by 

eighth grade 16.5% or one of every six ~exican-American 

pupils surveyed is two or more years overage as compared to 

one of every 15 Blacks and one of every 45 whites. 

California has the lowest proportion who are overage; one 

out of every 43 Mexican-American eighth graders is two years 

or more overage compared to one out of every 125 Anglos. 

The percent of overageness decreases in the twelfthgraae for 

Mexican-Americans although one would expect it to be as 

high. It increases in Anglos and Blacks. For Chicanos 

overageness drops from 9.5% in eighth grade to 5.5% in 

twelfth grade. One would expect the degree of overageness 

in the eighth grade to be at least as high in the twelfth 

grade. Based on the figures, it is estimated that at least 

41% of Mexican-American eighth graders who are overaged do 

not stay in school long enough to complete the twelfth grade 

(The Unfinished Education: Outcomes for Minorities in the 

Five Southwestern States, 1971). Boozer and Geizler had 

similar findings in 1975. Their research indicated that 

males drop out at a higher rate than females, 59.2% versus 

38.2% and that the minority proportion is higher, 26% to 

19.5%. 

Much still remains to be learned about these stu

dents between the ages of 14 and 21 (Kaufman, 1968) and 

what causes them to leave school early. The dilemma is much 
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more complex than was believed when it first gained National 

attention (Dropout Prevention: A Special Report, 1975); 

however, studies have indicated that preventative measures 

need to start at an early age. Students who reach high 

school one or two levels behind their age group and are 

marginal students are almost certain to drop out at 16 or as 

soon as they can free themselves (Howard, 1972). Although 

compulsary education keeps many in school until then, the 

emotional and psychological dropping occurs sooner 

(Hornbostel, 1969). For most, the decision is long in the 

making and is rooted in years of unrewarded and unhappy 

school experiences. This leads to lack of interest, what 

Rougeau (1980) states is the primary reason for dropping 

out. In 1982 and 1972, Glaser and Kelly and Randolph dem

onstrated that although of average intelligence, dropouts 

are failing at the time of withdrawal because they don't 

understand that education is relevant to their futures. 

If little or nothing is done to modify the curric

ulum under which previous failures occurred, the result 

could be reinforcement of previous attitudes and further 

distrust (Gowan & Demos, 1966). To encourage more positive 

attitudes, career education has been included in programs 

designed to retain potential dropouts. The reasoning for 

this has been that dropouts tend to be ignorant of informa

tion about alternatives and experiences regarding jobs and 

careers. Many drop out because money is needed and they 
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think it will be easy to get a job (Bell, 1975). What they 

don't realize is that many employment opportunities are 

closed to those without a diploma, particularly skilled jobs 

which offer the greatest potential for growth, promotions 

and security (The Unfinished Education: Outcomes for 

Minorities in the Five Southwestern States, 1971). One goal 

of career education is to help students recognize the rela

tionship between school and their futures, so that staying 

in school makes more sense in the light of life experiences 

(Langsdorft & Gibboney, 1977). In 1980 Rougeau found that 

females felt that they did not have enough skill or training 

for a job; however, they did not place much emphasis on 

skill development. They did, nevertheless, feel that career 

orientation should be required; this lack of awareness of 

the connection between high school and job skills is what 

makes career education important. In research with ninth 

grade students, Liberman (1979) found that a paramount 

interest of these students is future employment. She found 

that higher attendance rates could be achieved if certain 

aspects of the traditional program were changed. To combat 

the students' feelings that "schools were too big", 

"teachers don't care" and "school isn't important", she. 

created a program of smaller classes with individual atten

tion and career education. 
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Career Education 

Career education's ultimate goal is to bring proper 

emphasis to education as preparation for work without de

tracting from any of education's other goals (Hoyt, 1977). 

Career development is a lifelong process beginning at birth 

and continuing until death. The process includes the view 

people have of themselves and possible work opportunities, 

the choices they make related to themselves as workers and 

the ways in which they implement these choices. Personal 

choices about life styles, values and leisure time activi

ties are as much a part of career development as are occu

pational choices and they take place continuously. 

Occupational choices move from fantasy to tentative to de

finite and implementation and are made on the basis of what 

the person would enjoy doing, what appears possible based on 

abilities and societal limitations and what seems important. 

The specific choice is not what is important, but that a 

choice is made and that the right to change alway~ exists. 

schools participate in this process during the years stu

dents pass through. 

Career education is a joint effort of public educa

tion and the community and is aimed at helping all individ

uals become familiar with the values of a work-oriented 

society. It is for all students, those who will attend 

college and those who will not. It helps students become 



familiar with a wide variety of work values and helps them 

implement their own personal work values (Hoyt, 1977). 
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The purpose is to help youth develop into the kind 

of adults who can find the greatest satisfaction and make 

the most useful contribution to their lives. After becoming 

fully aware of the alternatives and their implications, stu

dents will develop their own work values. The program 

should help students at all levels, elementary through high 

school to develop self-awareness, educational/career aware

ness, economic awareness, decision making skills, beginning 

competency/employability skills and appreciations and atti

tudes (Newlon, 1977). 

Self-awareness means helping the students to develop 

an understanding of their interests and attitudes and to 

evaluate these attitudes as they relate to their personal 

career goals. It assists the students to appreciate their 

own values and strengths and assists them in establishing 

goals. Through educational/career awareness students learn 

to recognize the importance of basic skills and how mastery 

of these skills leads to different careers. Economic 

awareness helps the students evaluate jobs in terms of 

lifestyle and to recognize that different jobs dictate cer

tain types of lifestyles. Knowledge of each of these areas 

is the basis for the students' development of good decision 

making skills. Students will learn to determine the rela

tionship between interests, attitudes, education and 
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economics, so that they can make the best career choices. 

The purpose of beginning competency/employability skills is 

to familiarize the students with work habits and attitudes 

and develop skills necessary for "entry level" jobs. A 

total understanding of how work, social responsibility and 

self-satisfaction combine to make a well-rounded adult is 

what is meant by appreciations and attitudes. Students will 

learn to respect individual differences and become more 

tolerant in their interpersonal relationships. Through this 

entire process students learn to be mature, responsible 

adults (Newlon, 1977). 

At the elementary level the objectives of career 

education focus on'helping students become aware of the 

world of work, the values of a work-oriented society and 

themselves in terms of a prospective worker. The junior 

high focus is on considering occupational choices in terms 

of their educational requirements, exploring occupations in 

terms of differences and similarities, needed job skills, 

educational requirements, environmental conditions and 

worker lifestyles. By this process students are able to 

make tentative career choices. At the senior high level 

students are encouraged to make definite decisions based on 

personal interests and aptitude and are assisted in the de

velopment of beginning job competency and employability 

skills or in the preparation for additional training or 
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education. A major objective encompassing all levels is the 

inclusion of career education into the regular school cur

riculum, academic and vocational, and the participation of 

all school personnel and the total community. Every teacher 

in every course will emphasize the contribution that their 

subject matter can make in a career and will develop activi

ties and assignments that help students see the relation

ships between what they are learning in school and what 

exists in the world of work (Hoyt, 1977). This implementa

tion requires a team approach in which all personnel in a 

system are instrumental in the planning. Counseling and 

guidance personnel assist classroom teachers in implement

ing career education and assist teachers in contacting com

munity speakers and utilizing parent participation. 

possible activities for elementary students are 

field trips to community businesses and industries, guest 

speakers from a variety of careers. students can also inter

view a family member about his/her job and report back to the 

class or develop a class project on a general area and learn 

about the careers in that area, such as ecology. The class 

project can also be utilized at the junior high level and 

directed toward specific academic fields. A science class, 

studying ecology might wish to clean up a polluted stream 

and learn about the scientific requirements for jobs dealing 

with ecology. Junior high classes can also take field trips 

to observe workers at work and invite speakers in to talk 
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about occupational clusters and the differnt jobs that be

long to them. High school students need to go beyond hear

ing and studying about work and begin experimenting and 

learning what work means. Simulation of the work experience 

is possible through classrqom kits that present job situa

tions and the tools for doing the job. Job shadowing is 

another activity that gives high school students a more in

depth look at the world of work than field trips. Work 

experience through cooperative and distributive education 

serves toprepare students for employment and vocational 

classes help prepare students for work. Career days or 

weeks can also be utilized to allow the total school popula

tion to compare and contrast many occupations. These days 

can be aimed at several post high school opportunities: 

military, college, trade schools, direct employment and on

the-job training or apprenticeship. At all levels counsel

ors need to assist the teachers in implementing activities 

and career/education awareness. 

Generally, a career education program can be 

divided into three phases. The awareness of the world of 

work, values of a work-oriented society and viewing oneself 

as a prospective worker make up the first phase. Next, 

occupational choices are considered in terms o! their edu

cational requirements, needed job skills, environmental 

conditions and worker lifestyles. Finally, students are 

encouraged to make career decisions based on personal 
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interests and aptitudes and are assisted in the development 

of beginning job competency and employability skills, such 

as filling out job applications, preparing resumes, locating 

openings and interviewing. 

Through self-assessment, the student becomes better 

aware of their skills, aptitudes, interests and values. 

Thus, the student becomes better prepared to move from 

school to the work world; they see the relevance of school 

and their own life values and goals. In his study, Rougeau 

(1980) found that of students who dropped out, 62% were 

dissatisfied with the decision because of difficulty in 

finding jobs due to their lack of skills. Career education 

gives direction and meaning to formal education (Hilli(J.···d, 

1977) . 

Similar Research 

Many programs have already successfully used career 

education in working with dropouts. The Ohio Occupational 

Work Adjustment Program (Glaser & Kelly, 1982) was estab

lished in 1967 to serve 14 and 15 year old students who were 

potential dropouts. In the 1981-82 school year, there were 

80,000 students in 499 programs. The goal of the program 

was to reorient students toward successful completion of 

high school. Through a curriculum consisiting of language 

arts and math remediation, on-the-job work experience, 

career awareness classes and two classes from the regular 
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school curriculum the program aimed to return the students 

to the mainstream after one year. The students also had the 

option of continuing in the program for a second year. At 

the end of the 1981-82 school year, only 9% enrolled in the 

program for the following year; the others decided to return 

to their regular school. 

The Greenhouse Program (Spotts, 1978) established an 

experience based career education alternative high school to 

provide a new educational setting for students who might 

otherwise fail or drop out of the traditional school. The 

goal was to help students reestablish their progress toward 

high school graduation, help them learn about potential 

career choices and increase their understanding of their own 

interests, abilities and values; it was assumed they could 

then begin to apply this understanding in the career choice 

process. Three groups were established: an experimental 

group of students referred by teachers or counselors, a 

self-selected group of students who were not referred but 

chose to enter Greenhouse and a comparison group of students 

who were referred but chose. not to enter. The experimental 

and self-selected groups followed a curriculum including 

reading, writing, oral communication and career awareness 

and exploration. To measure success of the program's goals 

a 50% standard was set for earned credits and 70% for gradu

ation. At the end of the 1976 school year, 62% of all 

students met or exceeded the rate of two earned credits. 
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Forty-five percent of the experimental group and 89% of the 

self-selected group earned more credits than they previously 

had and 22 of 25 seniors graduates. Based on established 

standards, both goals were achieved. 

The Career Awareness and Job Placement Program for 

Early School Leavers and Adults worked with high school 

students who were potential dropouts. The students were en

rolled in one of three programs, the alternative, the di

ploma completion or GED program. Students received special 

counseling and career education. In 21 months, the program 

served 471 students who had been identified prior to the 

start of the school year based on previous performance. 

The Vocational Career Orientation program began in 

1975 with the hope of determining occupational status of 

students and to determine future needs of graduates and 

dropouts who completed one or more semesters of career 

orientation. Sixty-six percent of the students indicated 

that vocational career orientation was better than the usual 

school curriculum. 

The Dropout Prevention Diversified Satellite Occu

pational Program and Career Development (Jones, 1973) had 

similar results. Sixty percent remained in the program, 

6.7% left the program with plans and 6.3% left without plans 

to continue their education. Twenty-seven percent withdrew 

for satisfactory reasons. 
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The study of Alternative Education Models 

(K1ibanoff, 1981) tested the efficacy of alternative educa

tion by comparing the experience of students in these al

ternative programs with those of a randomly selected control 

group, a matched comparison group, participants in other 

youth employment and training activities and a norm refer

enced population. The dimensions of measured participants 

impact included attendance, completion rates, reading and 

arithmetic gains, changes in attitudes and aspirations. 

The Career Intern Program (K1ibanoff, 1981), was 

part of the Urban Career Education Center which included the 

CIP alternative high school, the Community Career Program 

and the Career Orientation Program. Overarching goals were 

to enable young persons who had dropped out of secondary 

school or were potential dropouts to make rational, informed 

career choices. Participants accrued credits toward high 

school graduation by completing academic curriculum equi

valent to other high schools and by participating in a 

series of career-oriented classes, independent research and 

work-site experience. The experimental group had a 50% 

dropout rate and the control group had a 78% dropout rate. 

A year later 33% of the experimental group was out of school 

in contrast to 65% of the control group. The assumption 

from this study was that frequent counselor contact in

creases students success rate and helps them identify 
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realistic career goals and they ways to achieve them; thus 

more students are deterred from dropping out of high school. 

The Warm Springs Career Exploration project (Owens, 

1980) was aimed at American Indian students aged 16-19 who 

had dropped out of school. Through a program aimed at ex

ploration of a variety of careers, the program was able to 

reduce the dropout rate by 80%. The pilot Project in 

Vocational Guidance and Work Experience (Peterson, 1968) had 

similar results, but was terminated because of the cost. 

Similarly, after the 1976 school year, the Greenhouse School 

was forced to open its doors to other students and eventu

ally the entire program had to be moved to a building on 

another school campus. cost became a determining factor in 

the existence and scope of alternative schools for dropouts 

due to inability of states and districts to finance alterna

tive high schools after the Federal government ceased allo

cating funds for such projects. Higher teacher pupil ratios 

involve higher pupil expenditures (K1ibanoff, 1981). In a 

study done for the Yuma Union High School District in Yuma, 

Arizona, it was estimated that the cost of establishing an 

alternative school to serve 75 students would be $150,000 

for the first year exclusive of the capitol outlay for 

facilities (Cabrera, 1979). Many districts were unable or 

unwilling to designate funds for the retention of potential 

dropouts. Thus, there was a need for the development of an 
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effective program that could be conducted in the traditional 

setting with lower pupil expenditures than previous pro

jects. 

The Dropout Prevention Report (1975) found that some 

school officials do admit that the school may have something 

to do with the reason students drop out. The Help Overcome 

Learner Dropouts Program (HOLD) in California is a prescrip

tive counseling program for the secondary school. The pur

pose is to increase students' academic success and 

attendance. Strategies include peer counseling, attendance 

monitoring, parent counseling and classroom guidance. A 

counselor works with the whole class, small groups and in

dividuals and informs parents of students' progress. There 

is also a part time psychologist and four classroom guidance 

interns. Peer counselors provide daily contact with a car

ing person and parent counseling groups work with parents on 

communication skills. The attendance monitoring enlists 

the support of classroom teachers, parents and the coun

selor. The staff members were provided at no cost to the 

district through counseling programs, community agencies and 

university graduate programs. During its three years from 

1977-80, 77% of the target population remained in school 

compared to 22% of the comparison students (Stoker, 1980). 

The Fall River, Massachusetts District had good re

sults with a special program begain in 1971. Five teachers 

and one horne-school counselor worked with a group of 80-100 
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potential dropouts in each school. All worked together to 

reinforce learning through individualized instruction as 

well as social and psychological development. In its first 

year, 29 of 159 ninth graders in the program dropped out; 

over the next two years the percentage remained constant at 

18%. Those ninth graders not in this program dropped out 

at increasing rates. In the st. Louis Project STAY, teach

ers were given direct responsibility for guidance and coun

seling activities with 25 students each. They met with 

students on a dai~y basis, checked on absences and made home 

contracts. The Roseville, Minnesota School-Within-A-School 

adopted the same premise. A teacher/advisor worked with 

eight to 10 students during one class period daily to pro

vide a caring, positive approach. Each of these programs 

found that a one to one relationship with an. adult deters 

some students from leaving school. This kind of early in

tervention seems to be very effective in retaining potential 

dropouts. Although these programs had the students inside a 

regular school, they were still not part of the traditional 

school program and the pupil expenditures are still higher 

than some districts are willing to allocate. The question 

as to whether the regular school program can be altered to 

significantly affect the dropout prone students still re

mains to be answered. 
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Summary 

During the past 20 years educators have identified 

certain characteristics common to high school dropouts, so 

that these students can be identified early enough for re

tention efforts to be effective. Career education along 

with indiviudal counseling and monitoring have proved effec

tive in motivating these students to stay in school. This 

chapter has defined these characteristics and career educa

tion and described several of the successful alternative 

programs aimed at retaining these students. 



CHAPTER 3 

PROCEDURES 

This chapter will include a description of the 

setting and ,population from which the sample was drawn. 

Treatment for each group will be described and the dependent 

measure will be explained. Procedures for data a~alysis 

will be included as well. 

Subject Selection 

The population for this study consisted of ninth 

grade students in a lower middle class suburban school dis

trict in the Southwestern United States. Figures for 1980 

indicated that the district's overall dropout rate was 

comparable to the national average of 25%, but that certain 

populations had significantly higher rates. The ethnic 

composition of the student population was American Indian 

2.4%, Black 3.3%, Asian/Pacific Islander 7%, Hispanic 58.5% 

and Anglo 35.1%. The Ethnic group having the highest drop-

out rate was the American Indian with 32%. The Hispanic 

rate was 15% overall but for the Hispanic male, the rate 

was 50%. The Anglo rate was 25%, but for Anglo female the 

rate was 49%. The drop out rate for Blacks was 8% and the 

rate was 5% for Pacific Islanders. These rates were 

32 
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attributed to several factors: the lower wage-earning 

ability of many of the parents (12% of the families were 

below the national poverty level), failure of many parents 

to complete high school themselves and a general lack of 

commitment to education on the part of the community. When 

you consider previous findings (The Unfinished Education: 

Outcomes for Minorities in the Five Southwestern States, 

1971 and Boozer & Geizler, 1975), these high percentages 

among minorities are not surprising. 

In the 1981-82 school year, the District adopted an 

attendance policy which stated that after the tenth absence 

in a class during a semester, the students would be with

drawn from the class and placed in a study hall for the re

mainder of the semester. Depending on their attendance 

habits, students could be withdrawn from up to three 

classes and placed in noncredit study halls. A student 

withdrawn from four classes was removed from school en

tirely. As previously stated, many students are out of 

school, not because they wish to be but because the school 

has excluded them (Children Out of School in America, 1974) 

and this policy is an example of that type of statuatory 

exclusion of students. 

The ninth grade was selected for this study because 

of past research demonstrating the need for early identi

fication (Howard, 1972 and Tiedeman & Tiedeman, 1975). In 

the 1981-82 school year 181 ninth graders were withdrawn due 
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to attendance and in the 1982-83 school year 131 students 

were withdrawn due to attendance. These students became the 

target group for this study, students whq had been withdrawn 

from school in a previous semester and had returned to 

school to begin again or to complete their ninth grade year. 

To determine if these students matched the typical high 

school dropout, they were compared based on national char

acteristics of under-achievement in reading and math, re

tention in previous grades, siblings or parents who had 

dropped out of high school and low socioeconomic status. 

The study was conducted during the Fall semester of 1983-

84 and repeated in the Spring semester of the 1983-84 school 

year. The students in the Fall and Spring populations had 

matching characteristics with those attributed to the 

typical dropout. In the Fall, 79% carne from families with 

low socioeconomic levels, 62% had been retained in previous 

grades, 58% were below grade level in math and English and 

60% had parents or siblings who had dropped out of high 

school. The percentages in the Spring were 61%, 61%, 65% 

and 70% respectively. The minority percentages were 70% 

in the Fall and 75% in the Spring. Of this minority popu

lation, in the Fall 98% were Mexican-American and 2% were 

Black. Of the number of students enrolled in the Spring 

semester, 91% were Hispanic, 2% were Black and 7% were 

American Indian as shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Dropout Characteristics of Sample Population 

Math and Low Socio- Parent or 
Reading Previous economic Sibling 
Deficiences Retention Status Dropouts Minority 

Fall 58% 62% 79% 60% 70% 

Spring 65% 61% 61% 70% 75% 

All of the students possessed at least two of the matching 

characteristics. The students were randomly assigned to 

three treatment levels with an N of 20 per level (Table 3). 

Random assignment spread the affect of the confounding vari-

abIes of age and motivation equally over all treatment 

levels. A table of random numbers was used to assign the 

students to the various groups. 

Table 3. Treatment by Groups 

Group A 

Career Education 

Individual Weekly 
Counseling 

Weekly Progress 
Monitoring 

Group B 

Individual Weekly 
Counseling 

Weekly Progress 
Monitoring 

Treatment 

Group C 

Weekly Progress 
Monitoring 

There were two experimental groups and one control 

group. The three groups received treatment as follows: 



Group 1. Participants were scheduled into a daily 

career exploration class. They had counselor initiated 

weekly counseling sessions and received weekly progress 

reports. The career class covered such topics as self

awareness, goal setting and decision making, career aware

ness, employability skills and values clarification. 
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Group 2. Participants received counselor initiated 

counseling and the weekly progress report. 

Group 3. Participants received progress reports. 

All students were placed in English classes commensurate 

with their reading ability. According to previous studies 

(Glaser & Kelly, 1982 and Randolph, 1972), the majority of 

dropouts are at least two years behind grade level in read

ing and remedial classes were an integral part of successful 

programs (Spotts, 1978 and Augustine, 1980). Reading ability 

was determined by scores on the State mandated California 

Achievement Test (CAT) and teacher recommendation. Place

ment in math classes was also determined by scores on the 

CAT and teacher recommendation. The remaining four classes 

were science, physical education and two electives. Par

ticipants in Group A used the career exploration class as 

one of their electives. 

Dependent Measure 

The dependent measures were the number of days stu

dents remained in school during the semester (Fall: 1-91 



and Spring: 1-86), the number of classes students were 

enrolled in at the end of the semester or when they left 

school (3-6) and the percentage of students in each group 

who completed the semester. Withdrawal information was 

readily available through the attendance office. 
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It has previously been demonstrated that these 

students possess characteristics common to dropouts and, 

indeed, had been removed from school previously because of 

absenteeism which is considered a definite indicator of a 

potential dropout. According to the District Attendance 

policy, once students reach ten absences in four or more 

classes, they are removed from school. The purpose of this 

research was to determine if any of the three treatments 

had a significant effect on absentee rates so that students 

could continue in school. Each day that they continued in 

school increased the probability that they would complete 

the semester. 

Career Exploration 

The career exploration class was taught by one of 

the school counselors. The" curriculum of the class was 

divided into eight areas: (1) Study Skills; (2) Se1f

awareness Activities; (3) Values Clarification; (4) Goal 

Setting/Decision Making; (5) Career Awareness; (6) Employ

ability Skills; (7) Media Aids and (8) Guest Speakers. 



Sample copies of all written exercises are included in Ap

pendix A. 
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The first two weeks were spent with getting ac

quainted activities, learning classroom procedures and study 

skill lessons. They began with introduction activities. 

The first one was "Getting Acquainted." The students were 

divided into group of two's to complete the exercise which 

asked six questions. Then each one had to use the informa

tion to introduce his/her partner to the class. The next 

exercise was adapted from 100 Ways to Enhance Self-Concept 

in the Classroom by Jack Canfield and Harold C. Wells. The 

exercise consists of 14 questions about the person. After 

completion of these questions the students were put into 

groups of four to share their answers. Then each person 

chose one item to share with the class as a whole. The 

purpose of these activities was to initiate a group rela

tionship and help the students learn something about each 

individual and help each individual begin to feel comfort

able. 

After the introduction activities the teacher went 

over classroom procedures and the grading system. Students 

were required to bring a notebook to class and to keep all 

graded assignments in the notebook. At the beginning of 

each class period, the students were required to spend ten 

minutes writing in a journal about anything they wanted. 

The journal's purpose was to encourage the students to spend 
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some time each day reflecting on past events, future plans, 

feeling and thoughts. The teacher did not read the entries 

unless asked and the grade was based solely on whether or 

not the students did the writing. Many of the assignments 

in the class were designed to provoke personal thoughts and 

feelings and the grading procedure for these assignments was 

also a matter of completion or not. Grades for other 

assignments were done on a percentage scale: 

90 - 100 = A 69 - 60 = D 

89 - 80 = B Below = F 

79 - 70 = C 

Two weeks were spent on reviewing study skills. The 

first activity was "Exercise in Good Listening." The stu

dents listened as the teacher read a short article twice. 

Then they had to answer 15 questions about the article. The 

purpose was to help the students assess their ability to 

listen to and retain information. The next activity was the 

"Basic study Skills Test." This test is designed to demon

strate the need to read and follow directions. After this 

the class did a lesson called "Study Skills - Do You Have 

Them?" This is a diagnostic exercise to begin the students 

thinking about what are good study skills and whether or not 

they use these skills in their classroom for all classes. 

Completion of this was followed by "Steps to Better Study 

Skills", an information handout outlining the best way to 
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study. The last activity of this section was a "One Week 

study Schedule." The students were required to make a 

schedule of the previous week's activities to determine how 

much time they were spending on studying. Then based on 

what they had learned they designed a new schedule for the 

next week. Throughout this period the teacher encouraged 

the students to apply this information in all of their 

classes so that they could have a successful semester. 

Follwing the study skills section, two weeks were 

spent on Self-awareness activities. The first activity was 

"Who Am I?" This exercise is made up of five questions 

aimed at drawing together information about the person. 

After answering the questions, the students were put into 

groups to share answers. The next exercise was "Activities 

I Like and Dislike." The students were asked to write down 

four things they like to do and four things they dislike to 

do and then share these ideas with each other in small 

groups. To help the students think about personality char

acteristics, the class did "How Would You Describe Your

self?" For this task the students were given a list of 

adjectives and told to check the ones that describe them

selves. The follow-up to these exercises was the "Me 

College." This was a three day assignment. Students were 

required to cut out pictures from magazines to paste on a 

piece of 12 x 18 inch construction paper. The pictures were 

to show students likes, interests, experiences, values and 
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skills. The final self-awareness activity was "Present 

Image." This was done in pairs. Students interviewed each 

other about their likes, dislikes, goals and values. 

After the self-awareness activities, two weeks were 

spent on values clarification. The first exercise, 

"Values", began with a definition of a value. The students 

were then asked to read through a list of values and prior

itize the ones important to them. Next, they were asked to 

define their ten top values and share this information in 

groups. The next exercise was "Resent - Demand - Appreci

ate." The students were asked to fold a paper into four 

long vertical columns. In the first column, they listed ten 

people with whom they had the closest contact daily. In the 

second column for at least three of the people they were to 

write a sentence telling a resentment they had about that 

person, such as "I resent you, Jim, for not doing your share 

of the work around the house." In the third column, they 

had to write the "implied demand" that they had for each re

sentment, such as, "I demand that you begin to do your share 

of the work." The premise is that for every resentment 

people feel there is something they want changed, which is 

the demand. In the fourth column, the students had to list 

something that they appreciated about the person, such as 

"I appreciate that you help me with my homework sometimes." 

This exercise attempts to teach students how to handle feel

ings of resentment which grow out of values conflicts. The 
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"Job Values Chart" is an exercise in which the students had 

to think about what kind of life style they want. There 

were ten sets of job values and the students had to chose 

the one which most appealed to them and then summarize the 

findings on a separate sheet of paper. This exercise 

attempts to start the students thinking about the effect 

that their job has on how they live their lives. In order 

to make the students understand how values enter into the 

decisions people make "Using Values in Making Decisions" was 

done. This exercise required the students to read a short 

story about a person who had to make a decision and choose 

the decision they thought the person would make and select 

from a list of values those that they thought would enter 

into the decision. They then discussed their selections in 

small groups and later with the whole class .. One of the 

processes of valuing is building a pattern of consistent 

action rather than doing things out of compulsion or habit. 

liThe Pattern Search" was used to help the students become 

aware of current patterns and reasons for doing things. The 

students were given lists of activities and asked to con

struct a grid showing whether the activities are done as a 

result of compulsion, habit or free choice. The important 

thing was for the students to learn to make conscious 

choices based on their own values. 

The class then began learning about Goal Setting and 

Decision Making. First, they completed the "Goal 
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Identification Chart." This exercise called for the stu

dents to make a list of things they wanted to do, wanted to 

have and wanted to be for the present, in five years, 15 

years, 40 years and 60 years. This was followed by a dis

cussion on how they were going to achieve these goals. 

Decision making is an important part of goal setting. To 

help the student practice making decisions and evaluating 

how they go about making decisions, the class did the exer

cise "Who Will Survive." In this exercise the students were 

required to chose and rank ten people from a list of 20 who 

should be saved when a ship is sinking. They completed this 

individually and in groups and then identified the steps 

they followed in making their decision. The next exercise 

was "Problem Solving." The students were given three prob

lem situations in which they could find themselves. They 

were then required to list as many possible solutions they 

could think of and the consequences of any actions. They 

then had to choose what they considered the best solution 

and explain their choice to the group. "Odds On You: Could 

This Be Your Life?" was a three day exercise designed to 

show the students the need to make conscious decisions and 

follow a plan to chieve their goals rather than rely on 

fate. Decisions on education, family and careers were de

termined for the players by the roll of a pair of dice. 

"Personal Goal Setting" required the students to once again, 

answer certain questions about their lives in five years. 
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Using the information on this exercise the students then 

complted a Four Year High School Plan. "Have You Ever 

Wondered Whether School Subjects and Jobs Are Related", was 

an exercise in which the students had to list the subjects 

they were taking in school and then list the jobs that the 

subject area could be used in. Then they had to write a 

sentence tel.ling how knowledge from that subject is used in 

the jobs listed. 

The following two weeks were spent on Career Aware

ness. "Skills" was the first exercise. This was a two day 

activity which defined skills as interests and abilities and 

explained how they are used to make career decisions. The 

students had to read through a list of skills and check the 

ones they possessed. They then had to indicate where they 

last demonstrated the skill and where they learned it. The 

next step required them to list up to four jobs or activi

ties in which they had experienced success and then list the 

skills they used in order to be successful. They then had 

to list 10 or 20 skills which they believed to be their 

greatest assests. The next exercise was "Aptitude." In 

this exercise the students had to rank certain aptitudes 

based on their ability going from 1 to 5 with 1 being ex

cellent and 5 being very weak. The purpose was to help the 

students identify their strengths and weaknesses for certain 

kinds of skills based on their aptitude. To help the stu

dents match their interests with certain careers, the class 
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spent two days completing and evaluating the Interest Deter

mination, Exploration and Assessment System (IDEAS). Based 

on the outcome of IDEAS, students had to identify three 

careers that they would like to learn more about. From this 

list the teacher assigned them one to do research on and 

write a Career Research Paper. This was a six day assign

ment. 

Employability Skills was the final phase of the 

curriculum. To begin this three week section the students 

completed "Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About Want 

Ads. II The purpose was to help them learn to intelligently 

read newspaper ads and begin to think about the newspaper as 

a place for finding out about available jobs. This was a 

two day assignment during which the students learned to 

identify types of ads and interpret the information. They 

then had to find a sample of each kind of ad in the local 

paper want ads. Because certain ads require that you re

spond in writing, the class spent two days doing "Everything 

You Ever Wanted to Know About Job Search Letters. II They 

then had to select an ad from the local paper and write a 

job search letter. "Everything You Ever Wanted to Know 

About Resumes" was the next exercise. Students had to list 

their education, special skills, previous employment (volun

teer or paid), extracurricular activities, honors and ref

erences and construct a resume. The last written exercise 
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of this section was "Everything You Ever Wanted to Know 

About Job Interviews." This activity included information 

on preparing for an interview and an activity sheet of 

things to do prior to the interview. There was also infor

mation about things to do during the interview and then the 

class members had to prepare answers for 10 potential inter

view questions. For the next five days the class role

played interviews on video tape and critiqued their 

performances. Following this, there was a short quiz on 

employability skills. 

The written curriculum was augmented by filmstrips 

and movies on the different subjects. Those used were 

available through the district's media department. The 

class also received monthly issues of "Real World Newspaper" 

for up-to-date information on careers and job possibili

ties. 

The teacher also solicited community speakers 

through the Speakers Bureau of the local Career Guidance 

project. If such a program is not available, one can call 

certain businesses and industries to request speakers. The 

speakers represented the following career areas: (1) Copper 

Mining; (2) Energy Occupations; (3) Trucking; (4) Grocery 

Store Occupations; (5) Apprenticeship Programs; (6) Phone 

Company Occupations; (7) Air Force Careers and (8) Carpen

try. In addition, there was one field trip to the local Air 

Force Base. After each speaker the students were requested 
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to complete a Speaker Evaluation Form and to write a synop

sis of the presentation. The curriculum also included a 

final exam covering the semester's work. This was an open 

notebook exam which is why the students were required to 

keep all assignments in their notebooks. The notebooks and 

journals were collected twice during each grading period and 

graded on contents. 

Weekly Counseling 

Counselors met with the participants of Group A and 

Group B weekly. During these sessions they discussed the 

students' a~ademic progress in all classes and their atten

dance. This discussion was based on information from the 

weekly monitoring forms which the students' teachers filled 

out each week. During this session the counselor also 

worked with the students to solve any problems they might be 

having at school or outside of school. 

Monitoring Report 

Students in all groups picked up blank monitoring 

forms once a week and then took them to their classes for 

their teachers to complete. The forms had spaces provided 

for teachers to indicate number of absences and tardies and 

current grade in the class (See Appendix B). The students 

then took the reports horne for their parents to see and re

turned them to the counselor. Through this procedure every

one was kept aware of the students' status and progress. 
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California Achievement Test 

The California Achievement Test was used to deter

mine placement in English and math classes. It compines the 

uses of norm-referenced tests with objective-based· informa

tion to determine how well students are performing in rela

tion to other students of a similar age and background. The 

test is a series of batteries designed to measure achieve

ment in the areas of reading, spelling, language, mathema

tics and reference skills (California Achievement Test, 

1978) . 

Data Analysis 

The.two sets of data on number of days in attendance 

and classes were compiled at the end of each semester and 

analyzed using Analysis of Variance procedures to determine 

if Treatment A, B or C was more successful in keeping stu

dents in school and enrolled in classes. Once a significant 

difference was indicated, Tukey procedures were used to 

determine the difference between group means (Bartz, 1981 

and Myers, 1979). 

The first set of raw data consisted of the total 

number of attendance days per group (1-1820) for the Fall 

group and (1-1720) for the Spring group. 

The second set of data were total number of classes 

per group (3-120) for both Fall and Spring groups. 
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The next set of data were the percentage of students 

who completed the semester. These results were analyzed 

with Chi Square procedures. 

To determine if girls exposed to career information 

had a higher retention rate, these results were analyzed 

with t-Test procedures (Bartz, 1981 and Myers, 1979). 

The effect of treatment on ethnic background of 

males was also analyzed using t-Test procedures. It has 

been demonstrated that minorities have a higher dropout 

rate (Wilms, 1980 and The Unfinished Education: Outcomes 

for Minorities in the Five Southwestern States, 1971). The 

District's high minority population made this an important 

factor in determining the success of the program. High per

centages of minorities believe that career orientation is 

important (Rougeau, 1980). 

Summary 

This chapter discussed the procedures involved in 

the study. The methods of sampling and experimental design 

were discussed. There was a description of the experimental 

treatment, data collection and methods of data analysis. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS OF THE STUDY 

This chapter includes findings and statistical 

analysis for each hypothesis. The hypotheses are presented 

in the same order as in Chapter 1 and in null form. The 

statistical treatment of each hypothesis is reported and a 

brief written description of the results is included. The 

statistical treatments related to each of the hypotheses are 

presented in tabular form. 

Analysis of the Data 

The purpose of this research was'to determine a 

cost-effective way of providing in-school intervention to 

retain potential high school dropouts. Data werE gathered 

from two populations of potential dropouts. Subjects were 

randomly assigned to three levels of treatment with 20 per 

group. Data were gathered during two school semester: Fall 

and Spring of the school year 1983-84. 

Hypothesis 1.01 

There is no significant difference between career 

education, individual counseling and weekly monitoring 

(Treatment A) and individual counseling and weekly monitor

ing (Treatment B); nor is there significant difference 
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between counseling and monitoring (Treatment B) and weekly 

monitoring (Treatment C) and how long potential dropouts 

will remain in school. 

The hypothesis provided the basis for testing 

whether the subjects in the two populations differed in how 

long they continued in school based upon the type of treat

ment they received. The analysis revealed that there was a 

significant difference between the treatments. Results are 

presented in Table 4 and Table 5. 

Table 4. Ana1vsis of Variance of Number of Days Students 
Remained in School in Fall 

Source of 
Variation df ss ms f p 

Between 2 6702.44 3341.22 3.92 .05=3.15 

Within 57 48695.75 854.31 

Total 59 55398.19 

Reject null hypothesis: there is a significant difference 

Group N = 20 



Table 5. Analysis of Variance of Number of Days Students 
Remained in School in Spring 

Source of 
Variation df ss ms f p 

52 

Between 2 6473.5 3236.75 4.73 .05=3.15 

Within 57 3900.2 684.25 

Total 59 9373.7 

Reject null hypothesis; there is a significant difference 

To indicate the holding power of each treatment, the 

number of students enrolled by week is shown in Figure 1 

and Figure 2. Sharp drops which occurred at the fifth and 

ninth week may be attributed to mid term progress reports 

and end of quarter report cards that were sent horne at those 

times. 

To determine which differences between means were 

significant, a Tukey Post Hoc was done on the results of the 

Analysis of Variance of the number of days in attendance. 

Results are presented in Table 6 and Table 7. 

Chi Square analysis of the percentage of each group 

that completed the semester indicate a significant differ-

ence. Treatment A had more significant results than Treat

ment Band C and Treatment B had more significant results 

than Treatment C. Results are presented in Table 8 and 

Table 9. 
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Table 6. Tukey Post Hoc of Means for Fall Differences 

Y1 (70.00) - Y 2 (68.35) = 1. 65 

Y1 (70.00) - Y 3 (46.80) = 23.20 

Y2 (68.35) - Y (46.80) = 21.55 3 

P <.05 = 22.23 

Group N = 20 

Table 7. Tukey Post Hoc of Means for Spring Differences 

Y1 (53.55) - Y2 (57.25) = 3.70 

Y1 (53.55) - Y3 (33.60) = 19.95 

Y2 (57.27) - Y3 (33.60) = 23.65) 

P <.05 = 19.88 

Group N = 20 
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Table 8. Chi Square Analysis for Fall 

A B C x2 

Stay 20.00 20.00 5.00 15.34 

Leave 13.33 13.33 28.30 

p<.05 = 5.99 

Reject null hypothesis; there is a significant difference 

Group N = 20 

Table 9. Chi Square Analysis for Spring 

A B C x2 

Stay 13.33 8.33 6.67 8.28 

Leave 20.00 25.00 26.67 

p<.05 = 5.99 

Reject null hypothesis; there is a significant difference 

Group N = 20 
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Hypothesis 1.02 

There is no significant difference between career 

education, individual counseling and weekly monitoring 

(Treatment A) and individualized counseling and weekly mon-

itoring (Treatment B) nor is there significant difference 

between individual counseling and monitoring (Treatment B) 

and only monitoring (Treatment C) on how many classes po-

tential dropouts remain enrolled in during a semester. 

This hypothesis provided the basis for testing 

whether the subjects in the two populations differed in the 

number of classes they continued in based upon the type of 

treatment they received. Results are presented in Table 10 

and Table 11. 

Table 10. Analysis of Variance on Number of Classes for 
Spring 

Source of 
Variation df ss ms f 1;> 

Between 2 .5 .25 .33 .05=3.15 

Within 57 42.5 .75 

Total 59 43 

No significant difference 

Group N = 20 



Table 11. Analysis of Variance on Number of Classes for 
Fall 

Source of 
Variation df ss ms f p 
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Between 2 1. 90 .95 .68 .05=3.15 

Within 57 80.10 1.40 

Total 59 82.00 

No significant difference 

Group N = 20 

Hypothesis 2.01 

There is no significant difference between the com-

bination of career education, individual counseling and 

weekly monitoring and the combination of individual coun-

seling and weekly monitoring and there is no significant 

difference on the combination of individual counseling and 

weekly monitoring and only weekly monitoring on how long fe-

males remain in school. The Fall mean for Group A was 

82.83 and for Group B 79.4. The Group N's were nine and 

eight respectively. The spring means were 49.78 for Group A 

and 53.63 for Group B. The Group N's were six and ten r~-

spectively. Results are presented in Table 12 and 13. 



Table 12. Effect of Career Information on Females in Fall 

T = 

a .05, df = 14 = 1.746 

82.83 - 79.4 

3.23 
= 1.06 

82.83 = 
79.4 

No significant difference 

Days Retained 
= Davs Retained 

Table 13. Effect of Career Information on Females In 
Spring 

T = 

p<.05 = 1.753 

49.78 - 53.63 

13.175 
= -.29 

49.78 = Days Retained 
53.63 = Days Retained 

No significant difference 

Hvpothesis 2.02 
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There is no significant difference between the com-

bination of career education, individual counseling and 

weekly monitoring and the co~bination of individual coun-

se1ing and weekly monitoring and there is no significant 

difference between the combination of individual counseling 

and weekly monitoring and only weekly monitoring on how 

long Mexican-American males remain in school. The Fall 

means were 30.27 for Group A and 29.52 for Group B. The 



Group N's were eleven and seven. The Spring means were 

53.88 for Group A and 61.25 for Group B. The N's were 

eight for both groups. Results are presented in Table 14 

and Table 15. 
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Table 14. Effect of Career Information on Mexican-American 
Males in Fall 

T = 30.27 - 29.52 

15.25 
= .049 

.05, df = 16 is 1.746 

No significant difference 

30.27 = Days Retained 
29.52 = Days Retained 

Table 15. Effect of Career Information on Mexican-American 
Males in Spring 

T = 

p<.05; df = 16 is 1.746 

No significant difference 

53.88 - 61.25 

9.2 
= -.80 

53.88 = Days Retained 
61.25 = Days Retained 

Summary 

This chapter reviewed the purpose of the study and 

the research design. Each hypotheses was stated and the 

results of the analyses were presented in tabular form. 



CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECO~mNDATIONS 

This chapter will summarize the study. Conclusions 

will be drawn and recommendations for further research will 

be suggested. 

Summary 

This research was enacted to determine if the suc

cessful aspects of alternative schools aimed at retaining 

potential high school dropouts could be conducted in the 

traditional school setting with similar results. A related 

purpose was to deter.mine what combinations of treaments are 

most cost effective. 

The analysis of variance on the Fall data for 

hypothesis 1.01 and 1.02 indicated that both Treatment A 

and Treatment B did a better job of keeping students in 

school than Treatment C. The Tukey Post Hoc indicated that 

Treatment A was more successful than Treatment B. The Chi 

Square analysis had similar results; however, there was no 

significant difference between Treatment A and Treatment B, 

but both were more successful than Treatment C. 

The analysis of variance on the Spring data also 

indicated that both Treatment A and Treatment B did a better 
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job of keeping students in school than Treatment C; however, 

in this case the Tukey Post Hoc did not indicate a signifi

cant difference between Treatments A and B. In contrast, 

the Chi Square analysis of the Spring data indicated that 

there was a significant difference between treatments and 

Treatment A was more successful than Band C in keeping stu

dents in sc~ool and B was more successful than C. 

These results do not conclusively tell us that ex

posing high school students to career education will 

decrease the number who drop out, but they do indicate that 

regular contact with an adult as in Treatment A and Treat

ment B can encourage potential dropouts to remain in 

school. The fact that the Tukey in the Fall and the Chi 

Square in the Spring indicated a more significnat difference 

with Treatment A demonstrates a need for additional research 

to clarify the question of whether the addition of career 

education does deter more students from dropping out of 

school. 

What the results do tell us conclusively is that a 

supportive, encouraging student-adult relationship is asso

ciated with students continuing in school. All of the al

ternative schools included intensive counseling as part of 

their programs. It has been~hown that a one-to-one 

relationship with an adult deters some students from leaving 

(Secondary School Dropouts, 1981). Increasing the number of 

counselors so that these students can be identified and 
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worked with on a regular basis is something that school 

districts can do at relatively low costs. The important 

thing to remember is that the need is for regular counsel

ing, so that the student always feels in contact. Too 

often, school counselors do not have the capability to do 

this type of intensive work because of large client loads 

and too many administrative or clerical duties. Sixty 

percent of a typical counselor's time is spent counting 

credits, organizing transfers, scheduling classes and carry

ing out other administrative and clerical duties. The mag

nitude of attendance problems can be overwhelming. The 

counselor's role needs to be delineated and clerks should be 

employed to do paper work. The cost can be recouped from 

improved attendance and lower vandalism costs, because 

counselors have more time to work with students (How To Keep 

Students in School ... and ~ake Them Want to be There, 1981) .. 

Hypothesis 1.02. Neither form of treatment signifi

cantly affected the number of classes a student remained 

enrolled in throughout the semester. The conclusion that 

can be drawn from this is that students who were motivated 

to stay in school were also motivated to attend all classes 

regularly rather than "ditching" selected classes. 

Hypothesis 2.01. The results showed no significant 

effect of career education on females. Future studies would 

need to utilize career education by itself as a treatment 

to determine its effect. 
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Hypothesis 2.02. The results showed no significant 

effect of career education on Mexican-American males. 

Future studies would need to utilize career education by 

itself as a treatment to determine its affect on students. 

The effect of career education is also unclear be

cause itis not possible to know how much career information 

was discussed in the individual counseling sessions. The 

major aspects of career education were derived from the 

basics of a comprehensive counseling and guidance program, 

so even though students were not enrolled in the career 

class, those in Group B may still have received career in

formation. 

The answer to whether schools can take parts of 

successful alternative programs and integrate them into 

their traditional program is "yes." Two counselors were 

able to conduct the activities involved in this research 

without neglecting other duties. Of course, they were only 

dealing with a small portion of the school student body. If 

all potential dropouts were identified, more staff would be 

needed to provide the necessary time to these students. 

However, the cost of hiring two or three more counselors is 

minimal when compared with the cost of establishing an al

ternative school for students who have already dropped out. 



The increased financial gain to districts can be 

illustrated if you compare the number of attendance days 

per group during the treatment semester with the number of 

attendance days during the semester they were withdrawn. 

Based on a daily rate of $10.18 per student the increased 

income is $16,942.76 for the Fall and $3,216.88 for the 
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Spring. This additional income resulted from work with only 

40 students each semester. If this increase flas multiplied 

times all potential dropouts the financial gains would be 

even greater. These totals are pictured in Table 16 and 

Table 17. 

Table 16. State Allowance Based on Attendance Days for 
Treatment Groups in Fall Semester 

Group A 

Group B 

Previous 

Group A 

Group B 

Total 

Total Number 
of Days 

1460 

1427 

Semester 

1066 

1139 

Total 

Total Gain During Treatment 

Daily 
Allotment 

$10.18 

$10.18 

$10.18 

$10.18 

Total 

$14,862.80 

$14,526.86 

$39,389.66 

$10,851.88 

$11.595.02 

$22,446.90 

$16,942.76 



Table 17. State Allowance Based on Attendance Days for 
Treatment Groups in Spring Semester 

Group A 

Group B 

Previous 

Group A 

Group B 

Total 

Total Number 
of Days 

1229 

1143 

Semester 

1035 

1021 

Total 

Daily 
Allotment 

$10.18 

$10.18 

$10.18 

$10.18 

Total Gain During Treatment 

Conclusions 

Total 

$12,511. 22 

$11,635.74 

$24,146.96 

$10,536.30 

$10,393.78 

$20,930.08 

$ 3,216.88 

1. Regular weekly counseling encourages potential 

dropouts to remain in school. 
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2. If students can be motivated to stay in school, 

they will also be motivated to attend all classes regularly. 

3. Successful features of dropout prevention pro-

grams can be ir.corpo~ateC! with good resulte into a tradi-

tional program. 

Recommendations 

As a result of this study, the followin~ recommenda-

tions seem appropriate. 

1. Additional research is needed to clarify the ef-

fect of career education by itself when not combined with 

counseling and monitoring. 
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2. Schools should make a concerted effort to 

identify potential dropouts and begin early intervention in 

the form of counseling. 

3. Future studies need to be conducted to determine 

whether the counseling needs to be held on a weekly basis or 

whether biweekly sessions could be just as effective. 

4. Future studies need to be done to determine 

whether regular small group sessions would be just as effec

tive with these dropout prone students as long as they knew 

that they could schedule individual sessions for personal 

problems. 

Summary 

This chapter has summarized the results of data for 

each hypothesis. Conclusions based on these results have 

been discussed and recommendations for further studies have 

been made. Based on this study, schools can begin to retain 

more potential dropouts by making the decision to provide 

career education and to allow counselors the time to work 

with these students on a regular basis and by providing suf

ficient counselors to reach all students. 



APPENDIX A 

CAREER EDUCATION l·1ATERIALS 
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Course Syllabus 

Self Awareness Activities 

Who Am I? 
Activities I Like and Dislike 
How Would You Describe Yourself 
Me College 
Present Image 

Values Clarification Activities 

Values 
priority Ranking 
Defining Values 
Using Values In Decision Making 

Goal Setting/Decision Making 

Goal Identification Chart 
Who Will Survive 
Problem Solving 
Personal Goal Setting 
Odds On: Could This Be Your Life 
Four Year High School Plan 

Career Awareness 

Skills 
Aptitudes 
IDEAS 
Real World Newspaper 
Career Research Paper 

Employability Skills 

Everything You Ever Wanted 
Everything You Ever ~lanted 
Letters 

Everything You Ever Wanted 
Everything You Ever Wanted 
Video-taped Interviews 

To Know 
to Know 

To Know 
To Know 
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About l'Jant Ads 
About Job Search 

About Resumes 
About Job Interviews 



Media 

Filmstrips: Dropping Out: Road To Nowhere 

Movies: 

Career Speakers 

Better Choice, Better Chance: Selecting 
A High School Program 

Preparing To Learn 
Taking Notes 
Test Taking 

The Losers 
Why Am I A Fool? 
Francesca, Baby 
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Getting Acquainted 

I am 
----------------------~(~N~a-m-e~)----------------~-----------

I was born in 
--------------~(P~l~a-c-e--o~f~B~i-r~t~h~)-------------------

I am __________ ~--~-------------years old 
(age) 

I speak __________________________ languages 

They are 

List activities you like: 

I like to 

I like to 

I like to 

I am good at __________________________________________________ __ 



Introduction Activity 

1. If your house was on fire, what one possession would 
you save? 

2. turns me on. 
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3. I wish I were 
----------------------------------------~--

4. The thing that makes me most angry is -----I usually ______________________________________________ ___ 

5. I feel . when I wear -------------------- ---------------
6. What would you do with a three day weekend? 

7. I'd rather be 

8. My favorite movie is __________________________________ ___ 

9. What attracts you to a person? 

10. Do you have hidden talents you would like to share? 
What are they? 

11. What is the silliest thing you've ever done? 

12. What is your childhood nickname and how do you feel 
about it? 

13. With what fictional hero/heroine do you most closely 
identify? 

14. What are you most proud of? 



Career Exploration: Classroom Procedures 

The following guidelines should make it possible for the 
class to run smoothly without unnecessary disruptions. 

1. Be on time and seated when tardy bell rings. 

2. Bring pencil or pen. 

3. Bring notebook and journal. 

4. Write in journal. 

5. Listen to and follow teacher's instructions. 

6. Respect yourself (You are important): All of your 
actions have consequences. Do things that lead to 
positive results. 

7. Respect others (Everyone is important): Treat others 
as you would like to be treated. 

If all of us can abide by these rules, we can all have a 
good semester. 

Signature 
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Exercise: In Listening, Concentration and Recall 

Instructor: Read the following paragraph twice (exercise 
on1y--names are fictitious) 
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"You are to report for work on Monday at 7:30 at the house
keeping office. You will ask for Mrs. Adams who will be 
your supervisor. You will work on Wing C. You will be 
responsible for care of floors, dusting the furniture, 
cleaning the lavatories, and washing the venetian blinds. 
Cleaning brushes, and materials are in the custodian 
closet which is on the left hand side of the hall just past 
the nurse's station. At 11:35 go to Wing A and ask for Mr. 
Harry Green who will take you to the cafeteria. You will 
have a half hour for lunch. After lunch you are to report 
immediately to the personnel director who will give you a 
copy of the hospital personnel policies. If you have any 
time left after you return to your wing, you should mop the 
hall floor. You will check out in the supervisor's office 
at 4:00 p.m. Be sure you look at the bulletin board before 
leaving for the day. Your days off will be Tuesday and 
Thursday." 



Exercise in Good Listening: Test Questions 

1. You are to report for work on: 
a. Friday 
b. Thursday 
c. Saturday 
d. Monday 

2. Your shift starts at: 
a. 8:15 a.m. 
b. 6:45 a.m. 
c. 7:00 a.m. 
d. 7:30 a.m. 

3. You will report to: 
a. Miss Green 
b. Mrs. Jones 
c. Mrs. Adams 
d. !l1iss Smith 

4. You will find her: 
a. on vling E 
b. on Wing C 
c. on the stairway 
d. in Room 15 
d. Housekeeper's Office 

5. You will work: 
a. on Wing E. 
b. on Wing C 
c. in intern's quarters 
d. on A-I 

6. You will not be responsible 
a. cleaning the kitchen 
b. cleaning the floors 
c. cleaning the lavatories 
d. dusting the furniture 

7. You will find your cleaning 
a. custodial closet 
b. lavatory 
c. kitchen 
d. office 

8. You will go to lunch at: 
a. 12:30 
b. 1:00 
c. 12:45 
d. 11:35 

for: 

brushes in: 
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9. You will go to lunch with: 
a. G. Moore 
b. C. Adams 
c. H. Green 
d. S. Jones 

10. You will find him: 
a. on Wing A 
b. on Wing B 
c. in the HR office 
d. at the cafeteria 

11. Your lunch period will be: 
a. one hour 
b. 30 minutes 
c. 45 minutes 
d. 40 minutes 

12. You will get your personnel pOlicies: 
a. right after lunch 
b. right before lunch 
c. at 3:15 
d. at 11:30 

13. If you finish your work early: 
a. you may go home 
b. you should rest 
c. you should mop the hall floor 
d. you should sweep the stairway 

14. Before you leave you were instructed to: 
a. say "goodnight" 
b. put your supplies away 
c. lock up the custodian closet 
d. look at the bulletin board 

15. Your days off will be: 
a. Friday and Saturday 
b. Tuesday and Thursday 
c. Monday and Tuesday 
d. Thursday and Friday 
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Basic study Skills Test 

This is a test to find out how much you know about simple 
basic things being taught in schools today. Be sure to 
answer all questions exactly as asked. Be sure to read all 
questions before beginning this test. 

1. Write your name in the upper right hand corner. 

2. In big block letters, write on the back of this test 
your birthdate. 

3. Divide 5765 by 5 and insert the answer here ------

4. Total these figures: 13425 + 76656. Insert your 
answer here ----------------

5. Raise your right hand above your head. 

6. Shout out the city where you were born. 

7. Who was the 1st President of the u.S.? ------------------
8. Draw a figure of a star below and put a circle around 

it. 

9. What is your favorite class in schoo1? ________________ __ 

10. Do not do any of the above other questions. Simply 
fold your paper in half and wait for the rest of the 
directions. 



study Skills: Do You Have Them? 

How To Prepare Successfully for Test: 
Make a nine week study plan 
Use good review techniques 
Develop a confident attitude 
Organize your study hours 
Pace the tests carefully 

1. Make a Nine-week Study Plan (Circle one) 
a. Do you have a daily study schedule? 
b. Do you have a good study area? 
c. Do you review what you have studied? 
d. Do you study/recall the main points 

from each class? 
e. Do you take short breaks when you 

study? 
f. Do you take good class study notes? 

2. Use Good Review Techniques (Circle one) 

3. 

4. 

a. Do you have time schedules to study/ 
review before tests? 

b. Do you plan your review systematically? 
c. Do you summarize your notes? 
d. Do you self-test yourself on summary 

notes? 
e. Do you try to predict the questions? 
f. Do you ask the teacher what to study 

most? 
g. Do you review with other students? 
h. Do you cram the last day? 

Develop a Confident Attitude (Circle one) 
a. Do you think/feel you have failed before 

test? 
b. Do you see test as way to show yourself 

how much you know? 

Organize Your Study Hours (Circle one) 
a. Do you study review the day before a 

test? 
b. Do you 
c. Do you 
d. Do you 

question yourself as you study? 
eat and sleep well before a test? 
stav calm before a test? 

J. 
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Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 
Yes No 

Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 

Yes No 
Yes No 

Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 



5. 

e. Do you have all the supplied needed 
before a test? 

f. Do you pick the best place to sit for 
tests? 

Pace the Test Carefully (Circle one) 
a. Do you listen carefully to the test 

instructions? 
b. Do you read the entire test first? 
c. Do you organize your thoughts before 

answering? 
d. Do you budget time for each question? 
e. Do you think carefully about one 

question at a time? 
f. Do you write down key words? 
g. Do you write legibly? 
h. Do you aboid leaving blanks? 
i. Do you answer short questions specifi

cally and with details? 
j. Do you organize and express yourself 

clearly on essay questions? 
k. Do you reread your answers when you 

finish? 
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Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 
Yes No 

Yes No 
Yes No 

Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes t-Jo 
Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 



S'lEPS 'ro lIET'lER STUD Y SKILLS 

1. WHERE 'ro Sl'UDY 

.E!Q! lIDm ~ - You are better off 11' ;you atudyiD the .. e place at hoae 
• ever" da1. 

First - You can tune out the world - For exaaple. a perpetual aotioD Jdd 
brother, a DoiBy televisioD or radio, a Doisy clock-;you aust learn 
to lIIhut thea all otf. You Deed a 11 tUe priYac;y to stoo1 am ;you 
deserve it. 

Second-To ;your folks, ;your set aside cubby hole BaYs, "00 HOT DIS'ruRB". 

2. .!!! ORGANIZED 

"EverythiDg in its place" - that should be ;your aotto for your school 
paraphernalia: You'll feel like aD executive it ;you reach for ;your eraser 
am actuall;y find it there each tae. It Baves ilie am irritatioD, and puts 
;you 10 a confident fraae of ailld for working. 

You aay Dot get aD)' aore work dODe at a deak thaD recliDiDg OD ;your bed, 
OD a couch, or on a rug. On the other hand, ;you aay tryout two or three 
reading places am ISH which ODe works best for ;your. 'lbe right place aay 
DOt be the ODe ;you have beeD using. Be williDg to experiaeDt. 

4. ~! B.9!!! 
A "h1gh-loteDsit;y lup" is perfect for atooying right? Vron81 It's good 
for stallp collecting or sewing or other close work, but it's too glaring 
am too concentrated for writing am reading. 

'1be best desk lap is a laap that spreads a ple&ll&Dt glare-free light oYer 
a large area of lOur desk. At the lIIUIe ilie, it releases lIOIle light around 
the rooa eo there is DO sharp contrast to tire ;your e;yes. 

Can't aanage it? '!'hen try to get the lIIUIe effect lIOIle other way. Make sure 
;you have plenty of light OD ;your work, but also aake aure it doesn't throw 
back any aDDo;yiDg refiections to ;your tIt;yes. And aake Bure there's &cae eoft 
light elsewhere 10 the rooa. 

s. ~ ~ REJlEBENCES 
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For a few dollars ;you can build a aiDi library coDsisting ot these basics. 
A Dictio~ - '!'his will cost around $10. with a thuab index which costs 
aD extra()llar but ill worth it. Stick to a hardback "collegiate" dictionary. 
Most paperback dictionaries WOD' t aeet 10ur ever)'day Deeds, and the "unabridged" 
dictionaries will aake & big deDt 10 ;your wallet and ;your desk apace. 

The World A'.enec 



An Encyclopedia - Both JOur public llbrar1811 aDd JOur achool llbrariea have 
dUl'erent enc,clopediaa publ1ebed by nrloua cOlipanies. Most teachers when 
ulting for reeearch require students to oonaul. t at leaat ) .,urces. In &I1y 
case, a student will Deed to UBe references froa the 1l'brarJ. Bavare of 
-})arga1n" enc,clopediaa .,ld 1D lI&I1y storee-aoae are no barp1D! 

AD AUas - '!'here are _Yeral band)- paperback aUsa that .ell for a few 
dollars. 

6. BEADING! S'ruDYING. ~ ll! DIJl'llERENCE 

'.l'he difference between reading and studying is the difference between for
ptting and raeabering. Unfortunately a lot of people think they're stooy
ing when they are actually only ruding. If JOU have ability and yet aren't 
achieving all JOu know JOu Bhould-" just reading" u.y be your problell. 

!!!§ :m ~ "DI'lO ! ~XTOOOK 

Look it over -

Chapter ti Uea 
Section heada wi th1n the Chapter 
Picture Captions 
Queations in the book 

Still the assigned chapter -

Why bother to aJdII? 
1. 9ci.uing Bhows you how the chapter is Bet up. 
2. You Bee the pattern of sub-sections. 
). '!be value of the picture captions. 
4. You get the idea of the IdDIl ot aater1al each section contains and see 

the wide range of f'acts. 
S. 'Ibe aain thing is that your ailld is on the subject. You have started. 

to think about it. You're not cold any aore. 

~-

start reading eerlouely now. You know what to expect, 80 your reading should 
60 faster than it 1r.)uld if you hadn't built up your involveaent. 

:!!§! YOURfELF -

Bead along - Look for queStiODS or IIDswere your teacher aight expect you 
to know. 

Make Dotea as you read along. Hotea should be aade in a special notebook 
reeerved only for the specific course. Don't aix notes troa different 
course a in the lSUle notebook. (Ia your notebook larse BDough?) Take notes 
on each eentence 11' Deceasary. OIdt UIUlecesBar)' and'a, but's, the's, a'a, 
etc. Write down iaportant facta (deta1la) and aean1ngs only. Vrlte down 
the "nitty-gritty" only. As JOu later study for a test JOu can rely on JOur 
note a (shortened fora) and forgat the tiIIe-conlSUlling text. In one easy step 
JOu have cut down JOur stooy tiIIe. After all, it takes tiIIe to read all 
those extra worda. A aiDute spent !lancing over Dotea on a book bringa back 
aost of it to your a .. ory. Vi thout notes, the book would be lOll! !One troll 
JOur aind. 
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~-
What pes on in the cl.asa brings into tocus what 70U 1'8ad 80 JOU caD set 
the aost out ot what happens. 

Listen - Listen, take DOtes, aDd take part. Keep 70ur eJ'8 aDd a1nd on the 
~ . . 
Respond - can JOu think ot a question that 11111 keep the diecuaBion aov1tlg? 
ihen JOU bave soaething to fI&'1, fI&'1 it! 

React - Even when JOU bave Dothing to 8&7, let JOur tace abo" that JOU kno" 
.hat 1e going on. A Bldle or an alert expresBion keeps the currents alive 
between speaker aDd listener. Take part, but be diploaatic. Respect other 
people's r18ht to express their ideas. 

Avoid studYing dur~lOur sleepl these Everyone has a certaiD tiIIe of day 
when he or she gete eepy. Don' t try to study during tb1 s the. If JOU have 
a pile ot echoo1work, use 70ur aleepy the to sort 70ur notes or clear JOur 
desk and get JOur books together. Even take a short nap. 

A. 2-r~2 Technique - (Lecture and '!'ext c10ee1y Associated) Make co1uans of' 
t"o ches down the letthand Bide tor recall clues, three incbes in the 
aiddle tor lecture notes and three inches on the right Bide tor text notes. 
Leave t"o-inch space across the bettoa at the page tor your own observations 
and concluB1ons. 

B. 2-5=1 Technique - (Lecture aDd Reading not closely related) Use eeparate 
pages for the class Dotes and the reading DoteS. Tvo inches at the left 
tor clues, five in the aiddle tor Dotes aDd an inch at the right for 
observations. As BOOn as posBible after 70u've vri tten 70ur notes, take 
the tiIIe to read thea over-not studying thea, just reading thea. Check 
while it is all still fresh to eee whether you've lett out anytb1ng iapor
tent or put down anything incorrectly and uke JOur changes. In the left
band co11.llD set down word clue WOlds to the topics in your notes. 

Moorbe actively, not :pasBively. '!'be worst V81 to aeaoriu is to B1aply read 
soaething over and over again (this aetbod takes the aost tiIIe and results in 
the least retention). 

'1'0 aeaorlu, uee as &aD)' ot JOur eenses as posBible. try to TiBUalle in con
crete teras, to get a picture in 70ur head. And alllO uee aound-fI&'1 the words 
out loud and listen to yourself' eay1ng them. Uee asaoc1ation-relate the fact 
to be learned to IIOmething personally Bign1ticant or find a logical tie-in. 
J'or exaap1e, when aeaorizlng elates, relate the. to iaportant events 1I1th elates 
JOu already kno". 

Devise a color and !W:n Systell tor aarldng lOur personal booke. 

Bed tor aa1n ideas 
Blue tor elates aDd nuabers 
Yello" tor supporting tacts 
Circles, boxes, etars. and cbecke in the aargine caD &lao be used to aalte 
reviewing ealS)'. 
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Clue lOur lecture notes. Underline, etar or otherwiee aark the idealS that 70ur 
teacher says are Dportant. Alvqs :record the exuples the teacher pvu. In 
fact, in INCh IS1lbjects as 8th JOur notes auld cODsist aa1.nl7 of. the tu.cher's 
exupleB. . 

~ closest atteDtion 1D JOur note taJd.ng to the last few lliDutes of cl.aaa the. 
Often a teacher sets Bide tracked aDd Z'WlB out of tiae. He aq jaa as auch as 
a balt-hours' content 1D to the last five or 10 lliDutes of bis lecture. If' 
Mcesaary, atay OIl after the bell to set it all down. 

Pre-:read aath, acience text aater1al juGt before the topic is covered 1D class. 
'!'his will give clues for tald.Dg class notes aDd will aake thl!! lecture parUy a 
review. 

If' after the boaevork is exp1.a.1n1!d in class and lOU still don't UDderstaDd eo.e
thing, look for help iuediately. Bach new bit of' iDforaatioD 1D math or science 
is built on the step bef'ore It, and if any one step 1s rickety, JOur entire stair
case to UDderstaDiing vill fall 1D the first test. 

GOOD LUCK! AND HAPPY mwnNG! 
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Who Am I? 

The purpose of this exercise is to aid you in drawing 
together information about yourself. You will use it in 
goal-setting and planning. 

1. In what you are doing now, what is giving you: 

a. The greatest sense of accomplishment? 

b. The least sense of accomplishment? 

2. What are your personal strengths? (Such as: math, 
writing, sports, getting along with others, being a 
leader, etc.) 

3. What personal areas need to be developed? (Overcoming 
shyness, thinking more of others than myself, develop
ing better study habits, making myself do things that 
I don't like to do, etc.) 

4. Many people have a "secret project" or a very private 
plan for "sometime" in life. What is yours? 

5. l-1any of us would like to have the freedom to do the 
things we want to do when we want to do them. What 
would you do if you had one year starting when school 
is over in June? Would you: 

a. Corne back to school in September in order not to 
get behind? 

b. Go on a world tour (if you had the money)? 

c. Stay at horne. 

d. Do volunteer work at a hospital? 

e. Try to get some "on the job" training (at a store, 
with a carpenter, a bricklayer, a truck driver, or 
you name it)? 

f. Any other thing of your choice? 
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Activities I Like and Dislike 

Purpose: An introductory activity, to establish rapport 
with students, to increase student's apprecia
tion of his/her uniqueness. 

Group Size: 4-30 students 

Time Required: 15-30 minutes 

Materials Used: Paper and pencil 

Procedure: 

Explain that this activity is to help you to get to know 
each student better and to allow them to know each other 
better. 

Relate the belief that each student is unique and special. 
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Have the students write down four things he likes to do and 
four things he dislikes doing. 

Break into groups of five to eight. Have each individual 
share the activities he likes and dislikes. 

If time, allow students to ask questions of each other 
about the particular activities. 

Evaluation - Have students complete the following: 

"I learned that I " 
~~~~-------------------------------"I was surprised that I --------------------------------" 

"I was glad that I _____________________________________ " 

Collect Papers 



How Would You Describe Yourself 

careful 
--trusting 
--distrustful 
--loud 
--joyful 
--sad 
--shy 
--graceful 
--honest 
--snobbish 

wise 
--busy 
--intelligent 
--idealistic 
--stupid 
--well-groomed 
--creative 

possessive 
--forgetful 
--respectful 
--small 
==competitive 
~assive 
~ushy 

short-tempered 
-dependent 
__ angry 

generous 
--easy-going 
--energetic 
--narrow-minded 
--careless 
--stern 
--humorous 
--complaining 
--independent 
--shy 
--thin 
--sturdy 
--atheletic 

sexy 
--sarcastic 

cruel 
--defiant 
--mature 
---dedicated, devoted 
---loving 
---lazy 

pleasant 
neat 
caring 

---thoughtful 
moody 
warm 

--bossy 
---proud 
--fair 
--careful 
---humorless 
---talented 
---self-centered 
---accepting 
---healthy 
==jealous 

proper 
---aggressive 
---jumpy 
---short 
---interesting 
---appealing 
---negative 
---tall 
---calm 
--alert 
---talkative 

hardworking 
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Me Collage and Advertisement 

The "Me Collage" either can be constructed in the class or 
at home. If it is done in the classroom, 12xl8 construc
tion paper, magazines, scissors and glue will have to be 
provided. 

Regardless of where it's made, have the students make a 
college that will include: 

Experiences they have had in their lives 
Things they have done 
Ideas they have 
Skills they have learned 
Values they have 
People they like or admire 
Places they have visited 
Books they have read 
Other things of significance in their lives 
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If the collages are made at home, display them in the class
room and have the students guess who made each collage. 
Next, have each student explain to the class all of the 
items in his/her collage and the reason for their inclusion. 
The students always enjoy and appreciate having the coun
selor or teacher also make one (An example of a "Me Collage" 
is on the cover) 

Similar Activity: Me Advertisement 

Have the students make up a brochure or poster advertising 
themselves. Perhaps you could use a theme such as Why 
Hire Me? 



Present Image 

Interviewer: Ask each of the following questions. As you receive 
responses to them, write them In the spaces provided. 
You do not have to write the,.lInswers word for word. 
Just put a few Important phrases In the spaces. Ask 
the person to help you decide which words are the most 
Important to them. 

I. Does your family do anything together that Is fun? __ ..;... ____ _ 
Exp'aln. __________________________________________________ __ 

2. 00 you wish you had a larger family or a smaller family, or Is your 

familY just the right size? _______________ _ Who are the 

members of your famlly? _____________________ _ 

3. As you look at the world around you, what Is something you sometimes 
wonder about? ____________________________________ __ 

~. Have you ever made a choice that surprised everyone? _______ What was It? 

5. What Is one thing that you would I ike to learn? __________________ __ 

6. How do you deal with unpleasant aspects of schooI7 _______________ _ 

7. What are you saving money for? ------------------------
8. How do you spend you time after school? -----------------
9. What do you like best about schoo17 _________________________ _ 

10. What do you like least about schoo17 _______________ _ 

II. If you could change some part of your educational program, what would 
It be? ______________________________________________ ____ 
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12. Do you have a hobby that takes up a lot of your tlme? _______ _ 

What Is It7 ______________________________________________ __ 

13. Do you work? ____ --:What do you do? _____________ _ 

14. What parts of your work do you Ilke?, ______________ _ 

IS. What parts of your work do you dlsllke7 _____________ _ 

16. Are there SOllIe adul ts outside of school whom you adml re? ______ _ 
Why? ___________________________________________________ _ 

17. What 15 there about you that makes your friends like you? ______ _ 

18. Of all the people you know who have helped you, who has helped you the 

most? How? ________ _ 

19. What one thing would you change about yourself If you cOuld7 ____ _ 

20. Can you think of something that you would like to say to the class that 

you think might be good for them to hear7 What Is It? ___ __ 

21. How do you handle I t when you get Into trouble? __________ _ 

22. What present would you like to get? _______________ _ 

23. If you could change one thing during your lifetime, what would it be? 

24. Are you proud of your study hab I ts ? ____ ~Why? ________ _ 
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25. What are thre~ things you are good at7, __ ~ ___________ _ 

26. What do you enjoy IIOst In IIf.7, ________________ _ 

27. What .. kes your best friend you best frlend? ___________ _ 

28. What Is one thing you want to learn to do better? _________ _ 

29. Which was your best year in schoo1? ____ -r-___ --:Why? ____ _ 



Values 

A value is an internal belief or principle which guides and prioritizes 

a person's actions. What people consider important, worthwhile, or meaning

tul is a value. Bov people behave and how they feel about their behavior 

reflects their values. It is the frame of reference from which your decisions 

emerge. If you understand your values, you will know what is important to you 

and why it is important to you. 

Once you recognize that your life is determined by the choices you make 

and these choices reflect vhat you value, then you will have a measure of 

control over your life. You viII become the designer and implementer of your 

own future, and you will be able to ansver questions like: Why work? And 

what work would be good for me? 

People tend to be more highly motivated to achieve success in things at 

which they enjoy doing and in those that have the most meaning for them. In 

like manner, what you find satisfying about something is also an indication 

of what you value. 
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Below is a llst. of values which iDnUeDce career decisions. Cbeck tho. Yalues 
which lOU feel are iaportant to ;you and then arrange tho in order of their 
iaportance. Place a one (1) uxt to the yalue ao8t iaportant to JOu; place a 
two (2) out to the Yalue which is .-coDd .ost iaportant, etc. 

1. An econoaicall;y prosperous life (aone;y) 

2. Opportuni t;y to help other people 

). Job eecurit;y 

4. Faaill eecurlt;y 

.5. Opporiun1t;y to be creative 

6. Prestise and status 
7. Control of ;your work eDvironaent 

B. lDfluence oyer others (leadership) 

9. P'reedo. on the job (distant euperviBion) 

10. Havins _eone alva,ys available to suide JOur work 

(close supervision) 

11. SBeing tangible results fro. ;your work 

12. An opporturd t;y to be with people JOu enjoy 

1). Opporiuni t)' for w:lvance.ent 

14. Equal opportunity 

1.5. Opportuni t;y to do u" am different thinge-avoiding 

repeti tiOUB work 

16. Work independently of others (eelf .... plo)'8d) 

17. Soaething to do in apare U.e 

1B. Doing work that ie interesting 

19. Adventure 

20. Excitellent 

21. Power over others 

22. Opportunity to deaonst.n.te coapetence 

2). Honesty 

24. Becogni Uon 

2.5. Respect 

26. Physical acti vi ty 

27 • Having responBi bill t)' 
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'!be tI01"ds uaed to deBCribe ftlues otten haft dlfferent .,n1ogs to different 

people. For exaaple. job _emit)' to one person aight IIeaJl that t.beJ oould retire 

with sood benefits after twenty ,ear. of 88%'Yice, tor ...aae .1_. job eecurity 

alibi MAD fiDaDc1al 1DJ.epeDdence 1'roIl parents. 

In the ape.ces below wr1 te )'Our' top ten Yalues 1'roa the preYioUB page. '!'hen 

define or describe what those values .. an to 1Ou. 

1. 

2. 

). 

4. 

s. 

6. 

1. 

8. 

10. 

~ 
(Exallple) 

O. Money 

Meanina 

New car. clothes. boat. Jlaterial 
posBessions. 
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Job Values Chart 

Which life atyle for you? 
There are ~ right or wrong answera, and either choice ~ght be 
right for you. Pleaae check the one which !2!S appliea to you. 

A. 
B; 

A. 
B. 

-". __ B. 

A. 
B. 

__ A. 

__ B. 

A. 
B. 

A. 
B. 

A. 
B. 

__ A. 
__ B. 

A. 
B. 

To work on a vell-paying job in which traveling ia involved 
To work on a lener-paying job where 1 can be at home 

To live in a -=all town at whatever job ia available 
To work at a job 1 like which is only available in s large city. 

To work in a less desirable climate at a job 1 like 
To work in a desirable climate at aay job that ia available 

To make lots of money and not llecesaarUy like the job 
To do the job 1 like without considering the l8DDey 1 make. 

To take a job that gives .e auch prestige but involves aocial 
and community involvement' 
To take a job that is free of aay,aocial or community obligations 

To marry and have a family early 
To work a while before marriage 

To choose a vocation that takes long education and training 
To choose a vocation that takes ahort education and training 

To have definite hours on the job 
To work whatever hours the job requires, long bours if necessary 

To work directly with the public 
To work under close supervision 

To own my own business and be &elf-employed 
To work .s an employee for acaeone elae 

'Please summerize your findings on a aeparate ~heet of paper under 'the 
category of Jo~ SatisfactlDDs Desired. 
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Using Values in Making Decisions 

Opinion of others 
Prestige and recognition 
Helping others 
Immediate pleasure 
Family 
Honesty 

Creativity 
Independence 
Money 
Education 
Responsibility 
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Read over the story that follows. It ~s about a person who 
has to make a decision. Choose what YOU think the person 
would decide under the circumstances. Write that decision 
in the prope~ space. Select from the list of values above 
you think that decision represents. If you do not find one 
there that you think fits, write in your idea of the value. 

Mr. Slagel is production editor at Straighforth Publications 
Inc. He is making $18,000 a year, enjoying the chance to 
write, use his creative ideas, and see some of them de
veloped. His oldest son will be entering college next 
September, which will be a drain on the family finances. 
There are four other children in the family. He is called 
into the president's office and offered the job of assistant 
vice-president at a salary of $30,000 a year. He would be 
handling financial accounts, personnel problems and sales. 
There would not be time for creative work and the oarts of 
his job he enjoys now. .. 

Mr. Slagel decides to ------------------------------------------
He values -------------------------------------------------------



Decision Making 

Ask yourself: What is the worst possible result? Is it 
worth the risk? 

Remember: You must be responsible for your own decisions 
and their consequences. 

No decision is in fact a decision not to decide. 

Ask yourself: Am I functioning on a logical or emotional 
level? 
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How do the other people involved view the problem? How will 
they view my decision? 

Who around me will end support? Who will lead in blocking 
me? ~fuy? 

How will I use the support? How will I overcome the 
blockage? 

Researching 

What do I need to know to make a decision? 

How can I find out? 

~fuat will be valid. research? 

Avoid making decisions on unsupported statements. 



Goal Identification Chart 

, Use this \OIOr}l;sheet to state sane of your goals-both ncM l!Jld for 
the future. Q'l the first line, fill in the present year, your age, and 
the things you want rIfM. '!ben imagine yourself at the age you will be 
in 5, 15, and 60 years. Ccmplete the chD. .. -t by filling in the year, 
your age, and identifying the kinds of things you will want to be doing, 
the things you want to have, and the kind of person you want to be. 

Yo.:.r ~sYou Things You Things You 
Year h]e t'ent to Ib want to Have "bnt to Be 

19 
(nCWf 

(5 years 
fran nCM) 

(IS years' 

(40 years~ 

(60 years) 

-_._- --.-------
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Personal Goal Setting 

Date --------------------------------------
In 5 years __________________________________________________ __ 

1. Where will I be? (Place of residence) 

2. What will I be doing? (Job, type of work, status of 
position) 

3. How much will I be earning? (Annual income) 

4. Who will I be with? (Family situation) 

5. What will be my educational attainment level? 

6. What new skill or hobby will I have learned? 

7. How will I feel? 



Exercise I 

What do you uant from a job in return for your time. energy. and skills? 
Here is a u.st of possible job aaUsf1t!rs which influence career dec1aions. 
Check the satisf~ers you feel are important to you and then arrange those 
job saUsfiers in the order of their importance. Place a "I" next to 
the job saUsUers which are very important to you; place a "2" next 
to the job satisfiers which hllve.!!!!! importance to you. and a "3" 
next to those which have.!!!.!!! or .!!2 importance to you. 

Working indoors 
Feeling important 
Working with words 

. Being told what to do 
Feeling enthusiastic 
Releasing energy through activity 
Working with your hands 
Being treated like a person 
Working with numbers 
Getting attention 
Doing routine work 
Being a mecber of a group 
Having responsibility 
Working slowly 
Helping other people 
Being challenged intellectually 
Feeling proud of yourself 
Feeling sure of keeping your job ..... -
Knowing why you're doing something --
Being liked by cOo-workers ..... -
Achieving your ambition 
Working with things 
Haking decisions 
Vealing with feelings 
Working for a small firm 
Being judged fairly 
Competing with others 
Feeling self-confident 
Voing precise work 
~orking with vocen 
Becoming well-known 
Having time and energy for other 

activities 
Exercising leadership 
Feeling suited to your work 
Running occasional risks 
Being creative or original 
Influencing people 
Hoving about at your work 
Being honest and ethical 
Eating good food 
Liking your co-workers 
Seeing the product of your work 

Feeling independent 
Aluays knowing what's next 
Dealing with people 
Being able to express your ideas 
Feeling safe from accidents 
Making your family proud of you 
Traveling as part of your work 
Not having responsibility 
Doing things skillfully 
Talking to co-wor':ers 
Keeping busy in a productive way 
Talking to others 
Encountering unexpected tasks 
Feeling part of something big 
Having convenient working hours 
Doing things on your own 
Hastering an area of knowledge 
Feeling loyal to others 
Doing a variety of things 
Being promoted 
Working in pleasant surroundings 
lIaving authority over others 
Doing work of value to society 
Using your capabilities 
Sensing order in your life 
Telling others what to do 
Handling money 
Living up to your ideals 
Working outdoors 
Liking the work you do 
Being with others 
Dealing with ideas 
Feeling useful and needed 
Enjoying daily accomplishment 
Working with men 
Doing things others can't do 
Caining aesthetic enjoyment 
Working by yourself 
Having your work praised 
Working fast 
Gaining prestige in your 

community 
Working for a large company. 
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Who Will Survive? 

A passenger ship is sinking. Unfortunately the shipbuilders only included 
~ 10 person life raft. Your group has been appointed to select which 10 
passengers will be saved. You have been instructed by the captain to save the 
10 most valuable passengers. You cannot include anyone in your group. Please 
rank your choices individually - 1 c most valuable or saved first, 2 = 2nd 

.~most valuable, etc. 
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Arter each member of the group has compiled his/her own list, please compile 
a group list. DO NOT VOTE. Discuss each individual and reach a consensus about 
where they fit in the rankings. 

The Passengers: 

Jerry Swagger, 43 years old, plice detective, 15 years policeman, B years 
as chief, widower. two children ages 20 and lB. 

Ray Johnson, 28 years old, unemployed, bachelor. 

Elizabeth Archer, 34 years old, physician, with a specialty in pediatric 
surgery, divorced, no children. 

George Martinez, 50 years old, City Manager, married, three children, 
ages 22, 17, 14. 

Carolyn Jackson, 37 years old, Vice President of the NAACP, civil rights 
leader for 10 years, married, one child, age 13. 

Karl Sanders, 15 years old, sophomore at Tucson High School, plans to 
become an architect. 

Glenn Adamson, 72 years old, retired medical technician, married, four 
children, ages 50, 47, 45, 40, grandfather of 15. 

Kathryn Sanders, age 36, mother of Karl. nurse and volunteer Red Cross 
emergency worker, married, children ages 15 and 11. 

Rev. E. S. Mathews, 37, Baptist Minister. 

Maria Elena Adams, 24, working on masters degree in engineering, single. 

Tony Zent, 20 years old, unemployed, hobbies, bookeeping, playing madolin, 
writing science fiction stories, engaged to be married in one month. 

Christina Baker, 21 years old, married to a truck driver, six months 
pregnant, studying to be a.teacher. 

MYra Collins, 30 years old, homemaker, married to Vice Mayor, being con
sidered for next chairman of the Democratic Party, two children, ages 
5 and 2. 



Missy Collins, 5 years old, daughter ot Mr. and Mrs. Collins, entered 
into the kindergarten for gifted children. 

Mandy Collins, age 2, daughter ot Mr. and Mrs. Collins • 

• Chester Smith, 28 years old, paraplegic, disabled in the Viet Ram War 
----- in 1972, von a medal tor valor tor saving tour other soldiers. 

Joe Valdez, 46 years old, retired military, married, children grOVll. 

Dan Dixon, 38 years old, internationally recognized survival expert, 
has led and taught expeditions to Antarctic, Sahara Desert, etx. and 
trained military teams. 

Dr. Lee Smith, 61 years old, psychiatrict and stress management con
sultant, vorks in New York and Washington, D.C. vith many famous clients, 
married, one child in college. 

Lynn Swann, 36 years old, 3 million dollars per year, vide receiver for 
the Pittsburgh Steelers football team, playboy extraordinaire. 
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Problem Solving 

Explain the problem to the students. Then have them 

-List possible solutions and the consequences of each 
solution. 

-Circle best choice. 

-Explain their choice to the group. 

1. Two ninth grade girls are taking the same math class. 
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When their parents give them money for their books, 
they decide to buy only one book and share it and split 
the money for the other. Everything goes along fine 
until they have a fight. Then one of the girls refuses 
to let the other use the book and will not pay for half 
of another one. What would you do? 

2. You go to a rock concert with a group of friends. You 
smoke a little dope and stay out past your curfew. When 
you get home, there is a note from your parents s~ying 
that your aunt is sick and they are over there. Do you 
let your parents know you were late? 

3. You have 4B lunch. After third period, you stop to talk 
to a friend who has 4A lunch and wants you to go to the 
store with him. He has something important to tell you. 
liha t do you do? 



Odds On You: Could This Be Your Life? 

Use this page to record 'you; re.ult •. 

1. SUi. Male ___ Female __ _ 

i Parents'income: 

TAU Y EXPERIENCE rOINTS HERE 
from Sections 3, 4, 7, 9, 11 

Employed mother' ____________________________ _ 
Employed father _______________________ _ 
Total ________________________________ _ 

3. Your income during high .chool: ~ you work? ___ Annual Income __ _ 

4. Your high school education: 
A. Graduate __________ _ D. Electives 
B. Math category (l) -----____ _ 

C. More math? 
(2.) _________ _ 

S. Cast your fate to the wind: Married? __ ._ . Pregnant? __ . _ 

6. Post high school: Circle your next Itep. 
Armed forces Vocational school 
Community college Job market, Type __ _ 

7. Community college training 

8. College: 
A. Major: requiru calculus requires no ulculus 
B. Graduate? . 

.Out of Jabor force 
College 

C.D., Out of labor force ____ Armed forces ___ _ Job market, Type ___ _ 
. Further degree? ___ _ 

~ Arm~dfor~s ________________________________ _ 

10. Out-of-Iabor-force status 

11 .Vocational training _~-------------------_:_------------

12.. Job Market: Type J Type II Type DI 
A. Delay in finding work ___ _ B. Kind of job ---..:------C. Sllary __________ _ 

Are you satisfied with how chance decided your fate7 __________________ _ 

What decisions made with the dice in this game cln you make for youuelf7 

You have prob,bly Ilre,dy mlde several decisions about your life. If you have time, 10 bICk 
throu,;h the activity ,nd m.le your own dt'cisions wilh(1ut the diet'. Use the dice for decisions 
from Section 6 to the "nd. Do you now come out with I more satisfactory job Ind .. I.try? 
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Odds On You 

Co through each section in order unless directed to s~lp. Keep track of your results on the 
"~uld this be your life?" sheet. 

1. Sex: Roll 1 die. Even numbn- yuu are female. ocid number a male. 

2. Parents' income: 
Mother: Roll 1 die. Father: Roll 1 die. 
1-2 .he Is not employed. 1 he Is not employed. 
3 roll again. 2 he is not in the family unit. 
4-6 she is employed. . 3-6 he is employed. 
If either or both parents are employed. roll two dice and sum. Use this scale to determine the 

annual income (or each employed parent. Use the same roll for both incomes. 
Father: $2.000 x sum of dice. 
Mother: $1.000 x sum of dice. 

3. Your employment during high school: 
Female: 'Roll 1 die. Male: Roll 1 die. 
1-2 employed 1-3 employed' 
3-6 not employed 4-6 . not employed 
If you are employed. roll two dice and sum. Then calculate the annual income. 
Employed female: $300 x sum of dice = annual income . 

. Employed male: $480 x sum of dice = annual income. 
Bonus: if sum of dice was over 8. collect experience points: 100 if female. 200 if male. 

4. Education in high school: Do sections A. B. C. and D unless directed elsewhere. 

4A. High school: 
2-3 
4-8. 10-12 
9 

Roll two dice and sum. 
Graduate. top 8% of class (50 experience points) 
Graduate 
DrI?P out of high school. Go directly to Section 5. 

4B. High school math: Roll two dice and sum to determine your math experience. 
Female: 11 No math Male: 12_ No math 

6. 10 General Math ., General math 
8. 9 Algebra I 5. 9 . Algebra I 
2 • ." 12 Geometry 3,6 Geometry 
4, 5 Algebra 11 8. 10. 11 Algebra 11 
3 Calculus or 4th year math 2.4 Calculus or 4th year math 

(100 rxperience points) (100 experience points) 
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cC. High school math: Your determination to continue In math dept'nds on many factors. See if you 
have any special reason to take more mathematics. Roll two dice and lum. 

~emale: A teac~er enco'urages you in jU:J-~ior 
or senior high. Rept'at Section 48 and to1kr the higher 

3 You took Algebra. in the eighth grade. math of your t.wo tries. Then go on to 
C. You enjoy math. Section 40. 
5 You have a c1eu career gOlI. 

6-12 No reason to take more math. -. Co on to Section CD. 

Male: 
2.3 
4 
5 
6 

7-12 

Your parents encourage you. J 
You have a career goal. 

. You are good at math. 
Your parents expect you to take math 

Repeat Section 48 and take the higher 
math of your two tries. Then go on to 
Section 40. 

No reason to take more math. -. Cp on to Section 40. 

40. High school electives: Roll two dice and sum. Select first elective based on this roll. 
Female: 
2 Computer Programming (200 expt'rience points) 
3.5.9.i1 Typing. Bookkeeping. Accounting (50 experience points) 
4. 10 Art. Journalism. Music (25 experience points) 
6-8 Home Economics (25 experience points) 
12 Automotive. Orolfting. Welding. Woodshop (150 experience points) 
Male: 
2-4 Typing. Bookkeeping. Accounting (100 ~xperience points) 
S. 10 Computer Programming (I50 experience points) 
6-8 Automotive. Drafting. Welding. Woodshop (100 experience points) 
9 Art. Journalism. Music (25 experience points) 
11. 12 Home Economics (25 experience points) 
Roll again and .elect a second elective. Record your experience peints. 

5. Cast your fate to the wind: Roll two dice and sum. 
Female: 
2-4 
5 
6-12 
~Ie: 
2-3 
4-12 

Cet married (Co directly to Section 10). 
Cet pregn~nt (Co directly to Section 10). 
Co on to Section 6. 

Get married (Co directly to Job Market. Section 12 15 Type I). 
Co on to Section 6. 
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6. Post hish school. Roll two dic~ .nd sum. Find out what you do .fter h'lgh IChool b.sed on the 
approprl.te math c.t~gory det~rmined in ~ction 4B. . 
If your plr~nts .nd your tog~ther ~arn over 528.000 p~r yrar. t.k~ .n ~xtfl roll and ChOO5~ the 

relult you pref~r within your mllth ClJt~gory. 
A. High School Dropout 

2-3 C~t C.E.D. (Co to Section 6C) 
.. You Ire out of th~ labor force. (Go to Section 10) 
5-9 Co to the job mark~t. Type I. (Go to Section 12) 
10-12 Co to Irmed forces. (Go to Section 9) 

B. No math 
2-3 Co to Irm~d forces. (_9) 
.. You Ire out of th~ labor force. (-10) 
5 Co to vocational school. (-11) 
6-10 Co to job market. Type I. (_12) 
11-12 Co to community collese. (_7) 

C. General Math or Algebra I 
2-S CO to community college. (_7) 
6-7 Co to job market. Type I. (_12) 
8 Co to armed forc~s. (_9) 
9-10 Co to vocational school.(_l1) 
11 You Ire out of the labor force. (_10) 
12 Co to college. (-8) 

D. Geometry or Algebra II 
2-S Co to collese. (-8) 
6-8 Co to community college. (-7) 
9-10 Co to job market. Type I. (-12) 
11 Co to vocational school. (-11) 
12 Go to armed forces. (_9) 

E. Calculus or 4th Year Math ' 
2 Co to job market. Type I. (_12) 
3-9 Co to college. (- 8) 
10-12 Go to community college. 1-+-7) 

7. Community college: Roll two dice and sum. 
F~mal~ Male 
2-S 2-S 
6-8 , 

9 6 

10 8-10 

11-12 11-12 

Take college credit courses. transfer to college in two years. Go on to Section 8. 
Tlke vocational training courses. nOlldditional math. Go to job mar!..et. Type I. 
(200 experience points) (_12) • 

Take math missed in high school .nil continue in college credit courses. 
Co on to Section 8. 
Tlke math and vocational tfilinins courses. Go to job market. Type II. 
(300 experience points) (-12) 

Co to job muket. Type I. (numerous rusons) (-1,2) 
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e. College 

eA. College major: Roll two dice and sum. Use your hi,;h school malh nlegory.·Nole: In many 
universities. up 10 75% of all ponible majors require calculus. including science. economics. 
business. enginrering. and pre-medicine. Traditionally non-nlculus m .. jon Clibruianship. 
mqsic. elemenluy educalion. lilerature. and hislory) ue bring strongly influ~nced by 
computers and. hence. mathematics. 

Female Male 
Grneral Math 2-11 2-11 M .. jor requires no calculus. 
or Algebra I 12 12 Major requires c .. lculus. 
Geometry or 2-10 2-9 Major requires no calculus. 
Algebra II 11-12 10-12 Major requires calculus. 
Calculus. or 2-9 2-8 Major requires no calculus. 
4th year math 10-12 9-12 . Major requires calculus. 
Bonus: If you took high school Algebra II or beyond. take anotlier roll of the dice and see if 
you can gel into a calculus maj,?r. 

8B. College graduation: Roll two' dice and sum. 
Female Male 
4-7 2.4-7 Oid not graduale. <-Se below) 
2.3.S-12 3.S-12 Graduate. (-sO below) 

Se. Did nol graduate: Roll two dice and sum.' 

Female Male Go to job markel. Type I. (-12) 
2-4.7-12 2-S.10-11 OUI of labor force. (_10) 
5-6 12 Go to armed· forces. (-9) 

9 

BD. You graduale! In Section SA. you determined whether your major needed calculus. Use the major 
now to find out what you do after college. 
Major required calculus: 
Female Male 
2-7,10 2-7 

- 8,12 8-10 
9 11 
11 12 

No further dellree. Go to job market. Type III. (_12) 
M.A .• Ph.D .• or professional degree. Go to job market. Type III. (-12) 
No further degree. Out of labor force. (-10) 
M.A .• Ph.D. Out of labor force. E--I0) 

Major required no calculus: 
Female Male 
2-4.7 2.3.S.9 
5-6 10 
B.9 
10-12 

4-7 
11-12 

No further degree. Go to job market. Type II. (_12) 
No further de,;ree. Out of the labor force. (-10) 
M.A .• ;h.D .. or professional degree. Go to job market. Type II. (_12) 
M.A .• Ph.D. Out of labor force. (_10) 

9. Armed forces: Roll two dice and sum. 

Female Male 
2-7 2-6 

8-10 
11-12 

7-9 
10-12 

Slay initial enlistment period (3-4 years). (200 4!lIperience points) 
Go to job market. Type I. (_12) 
Re-rnlist. 3-4 years. (250 experience poinls) Go to job mJrkrt. Type II. (_12) 
SI.y 20 years and retire with a pension of S14.S32Iyearly. 
Go to questions at end of record .hert. 
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10. Out of labor force: Roll two dice and .um. 
Femlle Male 
6-8 4-8 

4-5 3,9 

%.3,9-12 2,10-12 

Co to lob muket, Type I, It leut 25 yun of your life. 
(Type II if you hIVe ulculus). €--12) 
Unemployed, not eligible for compensation. This is your life, well put thr agt' 
of 24. What ue your options now? Co to questions .t end of record sht'el. 
Other unpaid positions. What might these be? WhIt are your options now? 
Co to questions .t end ot record sheet. 

n. Voc.tional school or apprentice.hip training: Roll two dice .nd sum. 
Female Male 
4-5 2 ~rvice tf'aining (200 experience points) 
6-8 3 Oerical training (200 experit'nce points) 
3 10-12 Fire or,police protection (300 experience points) 
2 4,6 Mechanic or repair (300 experience points) 
9-10 9 Health occupations (300 experience points) 
11 8 Machining. printing. industrial (300 experience points) 
12 5,7 Electrical. carpentry, plumbing (300 experience pOints) 

Now, go to job market. Type·l. <_12) 

12. Job market: First, you need to Find out how long it takes you to get a job (12A). Then you will 
use your Type I, Type II. or Type III in the job category section (128). 

12A. Delay in finding a job: Roll two dice and sum. 
School Drop-Out 
Female Male 
2-7 2-6 
8-9 7-8 
10 9.11 
11-12 10,12 

Delay 
1 to 4 weeks 
5 to 14 weeks 
IS to 26 weeks 
more than 27 weeks 

High school graduate 
Female Male Delay 
2-6 2-6 1 to 4 weeks 
7-8 7-8 5 to 14 weeks 
9-10 9-10 15 to 26 weeks 
ll-ll 11-12 more than 27 weeks 

Education beyond high school 
Female Male Delay 
2-6,9 2-6.10 1 to 4 weeks 
7,8,10 7-9 5 to 14 weeks 
11-12 11-12 IS to 26 weeks 

For every 300 experience points, cut 4 week. off delay time In finding I job. 
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UB. Jobs: If you are Type land have coo experience points. go on to Ty~ II. 
Type I: Roll two dice and sum.' Female Male 
Clt'rical (secretary. clerk) . 4-6 4 
Snvice Work 10·12 10 
Professional. Technical 8 6 
Operative (machine op .• driven) 9 7 
Sales • 7 3 
Managers. AdministratorJ 2 8 
Laborers 11 
Craft Workers 5.9 
Other 3 2.12 

Type II: Roll two dice and sum. Onclude~ educators) 

derieal 
Service 
Professional, Technical 
Operatives . 
Managers, Administrators 
Sales 
Craft Workers 

Type III: Roll two dice and sum. Professionals (Excludes educators) 

Engineers 
Physicians 
,other (Lawyer, veterinarian, C.P.A .• M.B.A.) 

12C. Salary 

Female 

8-9 
2-4 
-6-7 
11 
5 
10.12 

Female 

12 
2.3 
4·11 

Male 

3 
6·7 
4·5 
8·9 
2 
10·12 

Male 

9·12 
8 
2·7 

Salary is determinecl by your training, your experience, and your education. These salaries 
.represent national average dArling salaries. (19.77) 

Clerical 
Service 
Professional, Technical 
Operative 
Sales 
Managerial, Administrative 
Laborer 
Craft Worker 
Other 

Engineer 
Physician 
Other 

Type I 
Female 
$7.400 

• '5,600 
9,300 
6,500 
5,300 
8.700 

7,150 

Type III 
Female 
516.000 

19,000 
12,000 

Type II 
Male Female Male' 

$11,900 $8,390 $13,100 
10,000 6,000 10,500 
13,400 10,900 16,800 
11.500 6,500 11,500 
12,100 7.000 16,500 
14.400 13,100 20,600 

9.700 
13.100 14,800 
12,300 

Male 
$19,900 

25,000 
l6.800 
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Have You Ever Wondered Whether School 
Subjects and Jobs Are Related? 

In the first column, list the subjects you are now taking 
in school. In the middle column you will list the jobs that 
subject area can be used in. Try to list as many as you can 
for each subject area. Write a sentence on the third column 
describing how the subject is used in the jobs you listed. 

School Subject Related Jobs 
How The Subject 
is Used in Job 



Skills 

Interests and abilities (skills) are the two most cammon 

criteria people use to make career decisions. Assessment of abilities 

and sk~lls is critical for making a good care~r choice because the 

actual performance of work 1s a demonstration of skills. This chapter 

will help you asseas your skills, particulsrly as th~y relate to your 

past work and aocial experiences. 

It is a difficult task to assess your skills because you are 

not objective about yourself. You might evaluate yourself too harshly 

or too kindly. You might have learned a8 a child to!!!! inar.equate. 

Even though you feel inadequate it doesn't necessarily follow that 

you ~ inadequate. You might sabotage yourself by devoting time 

and enersy to your weaknesses rather than your strengths, which 

diminishes the likelihood that you will acknowledge or dev~lop skills. 

Remember that you are a unique individual. There is no other 

person just like you. You are good at aome things and not good at 

others. Each person has his/her own strengths and weaknesses but 

everyone is good at something! 

Sidney A •. Fine's definition of skills as adopted by the 

Nationsl Career Development Project included three major types: (I) 

adaptive (2) functional and (3) apecific content or work content. 

Adaptive!!!!!! are aelf-management skills like reuularity, 

dependability, resourcefulness, and spontaneity. Adaptive skills are 
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also interpersonal skills. i.e. how well one gets along vith f~ily. 

peers. co-workers, and authority figures. The manner in which a person 

.r~late8 to his e"vironment like conformity. risk. change. respect for 

property, and personal appearance reflects adaptive skills. 

Functional akills are rooted in one's ability to learn 

specific behaviors. Functional skills are either acquired as natural 

born talent and refined by education. specific training. and vocational 

and Mvocational experiences. Functional skills are general or 

transferable from one job to another. A few examples of functional 

skills include analyzing. computing, counseling. coordinating. leading, 

and ganipulating. These are the type of skills often taught ill 

colleges. 

Specific content or ~ content skills are rooted in personal 

experience and are activities performed on 8pecific jobs. They are most 

often learned on the job. in technical schools. and through apprentice

ships. Examples of specific content related skills include cooking, 

driving, batting, running a drill press. hammering. financing, selling. 

and s~v1ng. 
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Thl! following are 11sts of adaptive. funct ional. 
content skills. Check the skills you believe you poaaess. 
give an example of ~Ien you last used or demonstrated that 
Thirdly. identity Where you learned that skill. 

Adaptive Ski11s 

and specific 
Secondly. 

skill. 

Skill 
Examp~ 
_X_ regular! ty 

Last Demonstrated/used Where learned 

dependability 
---- resourcefulness 

On the job daily 

-- spontaneity -------------
--- motivation 
---- conformi ty 
--- change 
-- risk 

rl!spect 
- honesty' 
- genuiness 
---- humor 

kindness 
calmness 

-- humility 
-- ambition 

establish 
rapport 

leadership --- handling preasure, _________________________ _ 
-- cooperating vith:-___________ _ 

--- authority 
giving and 

---- receiving criticism 
relating 

---- competitive 
-- friendly, 
---- trustworthy 
- congenial = compassion 

First job 
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aynthesizing 
---- coordinating 
-- analyzing 
-- innovating 
-- vriting 
---- designing 
-- rlleding 
-- compiling 
-- computing 
-- researching 
-- counseling 
-- negotiating 
-- leading 
-- tellching 
-- trl!ating 
-- entertaining 
-- cCllllQunicating 
-- supervising 
-- persuading 
-- coaching 
-- cOllsultJ.ng 
-- set ting up 
-- operating 
-- controlling 
- advising 
-- speaking 
-- aignaling 
-- selling 
-- aerving 
-- taking 
-- instructions 

precision 
-- working 

drawing 
-- driving 
-- manipulating 
-- tending 
-- rtlpairing 
-- handling 
-- feeding 
-- copying = comparing 
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SPECIFIC CotlTEIIT SKILLS 

A complete list of all specific content skills is iapossible 

because the list vould be infinite. Specific content or work content 

skills reflect you as a unique individual. You vill need to develop 

your own checklist in the space provided on this page. Write a list 

of all the things you do well. 

Examples: cooking. driving. typing. selling. accounting. serving. 

plumbing. carpentery. physical activity. playing a musical 

instrument. painting a picture. 

l.ast Denonstrated or Used Where Learned 
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SKILLS EXERCISE 

In this exerci.e you viii be identifying the skills and 

abilities you have used to succe.sfully acco.plish paid or unpaid job. 

school or social activities. In the left column. list a job or 

activity in which you experienced success. In the next column. 

list the skill. you used in order to be successful in that job or 

activity. Name as .. ny skills as you can for each job. In order 

for you to identify the aldUs you used, ask yourself, '''.hat did 

I actually.l!2 on the job or in the activity?" The Ansvers to that 

question are actually the names of skills. 

You might like to review your skills listB on previous 

pages even though the lists might be incomplete. If you discover 

skills that are not on your lists be sure to include them for f~ture 

reference. 
- .a: 

Name a job or activity 
in which you experienced 
success. 

1. ________________________ ___ 

2. ________________________ __ 

3. ______________________ ___ 

4. ________________________ __ 

Skill. you used in order to be 
auccessful. 
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It 1a t.portant in a career search to focus on the akilla 

you posaess and have demoll8trated 1n the paat. Hot, only 18 it t.portant 

tu identify the akilla and abilities you possess. but 1t 18 equally 

t.portant to determine the akills and abUiti .. you .oat enjoy and 

value. Go back to pages 45. 46. and 47 and put an "X" beside 

the akills that you enjoy and a atar (*) beside those akills you value. 

Review the skills you listed in this chapter. Which 10 to 

20 skills do you believe to be your greatest &ssets? 

BRIEF REVIEW: You hsve completed .odules on self-concept. values. 

intereats and akills. Take a few .inutea to akim 

over tbis .. terial before going on with the next 

aection onapti tudes. 
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Aptitude 

Aptitude is one's potential for learning a skill. It is a 
natural tendency or inclination. How quickly one learns a 
skill generally reflects one's aptitude in that area. 

Rank the following aptitudes: Place a 1 beside the aptitude 
if you are excellent in that aptitude; a ~ if you are above 
average; a 1 if you are average; a ! if you are below aver
age and a ~ if you are very weak in the aptitude. 

verbal (ability to understand written material) 
---numerical (ability to work well with numbers) 

physical (ability to work well with one's hands and feet) 
spatial (ability to picture something in your mind from 

--drawings) 
clerical (ability to work well with details in numbers or 

---words) 
__ mechanical (ability to work well with machines or tools) 

social (ability to work well with people) 
===scientifiic (ability to apply knowledge or technical 

skills in a systemized manner) 
__ sales (ability to communicate well with others so as to 

sell ideas or goods) 

It seems reasonable that you would do better.in school 
subjects where your learning potential is best. Aptitudes, 
therefore, are usually reflected in grades in school sub
jects. In the spaces below, list the courses or school 
subjects in which you made your best grades, an.d worst 
grades. 

Best Worst 

The next module may sound familiar and remind you of the 
unit on values. Job satisfaction is presented now for con
sideration in the career decision-making process. 



Career Research Paper 

Requirements: Five sources, minimum 
Illustrated cover 
Final copy in ink on one side of paper or 

typed 
Bibliography 
Note cards 
Rough draft 
Outline 

The followinq skeletal outlines are only samoles. Your 
outline MUST BE MORE COMPLETE and can be different. 

I. Introduction 

A. Career Research choice 
B. Reasons for choosing topic 
C. Expectations of this career 

II. Description and definition of job 

III. Working conditions 

IV. Abilities required 

V. Education and/or training needed 

VI. Finances required before earning money 

VII. Advantages 

VIII. Disadvantages 

IX. Advancement and/or other related jobs 

X. Job outlook 

XI. Conclusion 

A. The career and my vlaues 
B. Valuable information learned 
C. Pursuing this career 
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I. Introduction 

II. History of career 

III. Job description 

IV. Working conditions 

V. Typical work day 

VI. Training needed 

VII. Cost pd education 

VIII. Related fields 

IX. Job outlook 

X. Analysis of career and my values 

XI. Conclusion 
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Pattern Search 

Purpose: One of the processes of valuing is building a 
pattern of consistent action. However, many of 
the things we do which involve patterns are done 
out of compulsion or habit, rather than out of 
conscious choice. This strategy is designed to 
help students become aware of the patterns they 
presently have and of their motives and reasons 
for doing things in a certain pattern. After 
completing the Pattern Search Strategy, students 
may continue in their old patterns or they may 
develop alternative patterns; the important thing 
is that, whatever they do, they do it on a con
sceious, free-choice basis. 

Procedure: The teacher asks the students a question about 
one possible pattern in their lives. For 
example, "Do you go to church or temple out of 
compulsion, out of habit, or because you feel 
.it is the best thing to do?" After a short dis
cussion the teacher gives the students, or asks 
them to construct, a Patterns Grid, as shown. 

WHAT PROCEDURES IS ITA IS rr DONE om OF DO TOU PRIZE 

• DO YOU FOLLOW PATI'ERN? YOUR 

ABOUT THIS OOMPUL- HABIT FREE ANSWERS? 

ACI'IVITY? YES NO SION CHOICE YES NO ? 

1. 

2. 

3. • 
4. 

5. 

6. ... 

Etc. 



I 

The teacher lists activities for which people generally 
follow their own specific patterns. For example: 

Do you follow a pattern about. . 

1. Getting up in the morning? 

2. What you wear? 

3. How you wear or comb your hair? 

4. Doing your homework? 

5. Kissing good-night on dates? 

6.. Giving presents? 

123 

The students list the items on their Patterns Grid and fill 
in and check the appropriate boxes on the gird. They may 
then break into small groups and choose one of the items to 
discuss for ten minutes, after which they can move on to 
another item and a~other group. 
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Resent-Demand-Appreciate 

Purpose: Many of the conflicts we have with people close 
to us are values conflicts. It often boils down 
to the fact that we just see life differently. 
What you like, I don't like. What I want, you 
don't seem to want as much. A lot of these values 
conflicts. generate strong feelings of resentment. 
This exercise attempts to teach students how to 
handle feelings of resentment which grow out of 
values conflicts. The students learn to make what 
we call RDA's. 

Procedure: The teacher asks students to fold a paper into 
four long, vertical columns, and says, uIn the 
first column, list the ten people with whom you 
come into closest contact, day after day. You 
would probably list your parents, your boss, 
your girlfriend or boyfriend, your best buddy, 
your teacher, etc. You can list more than ten 
or less than ten if you want to. 

"In the second column, for at least three of 
the people on your list write a sentence (or 
two) which expresses a resentment you have 
about some behavior trait they have. Don't 
be frightened by the word 'resentment'. It's 
a real word and one which our feelings under
stand well enough." 

"Begin your statements with the phrase, 'I 
resent you.' For example: 'I resent you, 
Jim, for not doing your share of the work 
around the house,' or, 'I resent you, Doris, 
when you apple polish our Spanish teacher. '" 

After the students have written their three 
resent statements, the teacher asks them to 
think about this idea: "Behind every resent
ment we feel for someone else, there is an 
implied demand we really want to make. t'1e 
rarely have resentment by itself. There is 
something we want changed, and we want it 
changed fast, usually." 

"In the third column, try to write down the 
demand you really have for each of the I Re
sent Statements you made. Make it specific 
and realistic. For example, 'I resent you, 



Jim, for not doing your share of work around 
the house, and I demand that you take out the 
garbage on Tuesday nights and that you shovel 
the driveway when it snows. '" 

"The fourth column is for the 'A' part of 
RDA. It means 'appreciate.' Our resentments 
and demands would actually mean more to the 
person we offer them to if we tried to see 
things from his point of view and appreciated 
why he behaves as he does. For example, 'I 
resent you, Jim, for not doing your share of 
the work around the house, and I demand that 
you take out the garbage on Tuesday nights 
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and that you shovel the driveway when it snows; 
but I do appreciate the fact that you are in
volved with so many things around school that 
you sometimes don't have time, and sometimes 
are so caught up in your other activities, 
that you don't remember.'" 

"Or, 'I resent you, Doris, for apple polishing 
our Spanish teacher, and I demand that you 
regain your integrity and treat her with your 
honest feelings; but I appreciate the amazing 
skill you have of blatantly buttering her up 
without arousing the least suspicion in her. '" 

The students should now write I Demand and I 
Appreciate statements for the three people for 
whom they originally made I Resent Statements. 



APPENDIX B 

WEEKLY MONITORING REPORT 
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Name Grade 

Day Date Counselor 

STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Pick up weekly progreas report by 8:15 a.m. each Thursday or the first day after an absence. 
2. Have each teacher or substitute record information for the appropriate subject area. 
3. Take the report home to be reviewed and signed by the parent/guardian. 
4. Return the completed, signed report by 8:15 a.m. on Friday or the second day after an absence. 

Harking Key: Failing - 0 
Very Low - 1 
Average - 2 
Very Good - 3 

CR - Conference Requested. 
Please call for an appointment. 

*Cumulative 9 weeks grade 

Subject 

~ 
Classwork Assignments Attitude Grade 

Per. Teacher Abse nexc. {Works during (Handed in and Test Teacher Comment to Signature 
Tardv class time) on time) Cooperation Date* 

1 / 
2 ~ 
3 / 
4 / 
5 ~ 
6 ~ 

Parent/Student Co~ents or Queations (Please note any comments or questions beloy) 

Parent/Guardian Signature 

I-' 
I\J 
-....J 
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